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Abstract 
 Drosophila embryogenesis starts with a single nucleus undergo 13 rounds of nu-
clear divisions called syncytial cycles. Staring at cycle 10 when nuclei migrate to the sur-
face of the embryo, massive and dynamic cortical actin structures and cleavage furrow 
formations occur. How actin regulators coordinate into an organized network directing 
three-dimension actin structures in the developing organisms is an unsolved question. 
Here, I present an in-depth characterization of actin cap dynamics: the actin caps go 
through expansion, stabilization, elongation and fragmentation phases in each cycle. 
Arp2/3 is the major contributor to actin cap formation. The functions of 7 different actin 
and Arp2/3 regulators provide distinct but combinatorial activities. Specifically, DPod1 is 
the major contributor for actin intensities, Cortactin is required for cortical cap growth 
and size maintenance, and Coronin functions in both growth and intensity and is also re-
quired for Cortactin peripheral translocation. Interestingly, the recovery of cortical actin 
is faster when regulator disruption, suggesting a potential deep competition of actin regu-
lators for a limited free globular actin (G-actin) pool. Using an ectopic relocation strat-
egy, I measure and show in vivo Arp2/3 recruitment abilities by different regulators. My 
results suggest how the interplay of multiple actin regulators orchestrate organized and 





Besides the cortical actin dynamics, Drosophila syncytial cycles also provide a nice 
model for investigation of how progressive lengthening of cleavage furrow from cycle 10 
to 13 is dynamically regulated. Here, I show that the deepening in furrow dimensions 
during syncytial cycles is largely due to the introduction of a new, rapid ingression phase 
(Ingression II). Blocking the midblastula transition (MBT) causes the absence of Ingres-
sion II, and consequently reduces furrow dimensions. The analysis of compound chromo-
somes that produce chromosomal aneuploidies suggests that multiple loci on the X, II, 
and III chromosomes contribute to the production of differentially-dimensioned furrows. 
I show that the nullo gene product is the X-chromosomal contributor to furrow lengthen-
ing. Additionally, the checkpoint proteins are required but not strictly deterministic for 
furrow lengthening. The results also indicate that the furrow dynamics during cellulariza-
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Part I Combinatorial deployment of F-actin regulators to build complex apical 
three-dimensional actin structures 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
Drosophila is a common model organism for genetics, cell biology, and basic bio-
medical researches (Tolwinski, 2017). Drosophila embryogenesis initiates with a single 
nucleus which undergo 13 rounds of nuclear replication and division in a single-celled 
syncytium. The first nine cycles of nuclear divisions occur in the yolk. Starting at cycle 
10, nuclei are migrating to the periphery of the embryo, and organizing the cortical actin 
structures (filamentous actin caps) at the apical surface. These three-dimensional apical 
caps will then seed the formation of cytokinetic-like furrows that serve to separate mitotic 
figures in the syncytium. The ability to form and regulate these apical actin caps and in-
vaginating furrow is essential to accurate chromosomal separation and genomic stability 
(Sullivan et al., 1993, Holly et al., 2015; Xie et al., 2018). The dynamic and massive as-
sembly and disassembly of apical actin structures provide an excellent model to study the 
dynamic F-actin regulation in vivo. 
The mechanisms of complex and organized F-actin structures formation are funda-
mental for cell and tissue morphogenesis.  The rapid changes in tissue morphologies are 
often resulting from remodeling of cortical actin functions (reviewed in Munjal and 
Lecuit, 2014; Heer and Martin, 2007). From Drosophila embryo syncytial cycle 10 to 13, 
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the exceptionally rapid rounds of cap formation and disbanding occurring within 7 to 20 
minutes. Therefore, the F-actin is dynamically regulated, which represents a unique pro-
cess to illustrate the mechanisms that direct formation of complex 3D actin-based struc-
tures in vivo. Previous studies have shown that basolateral F-actin is mainly contributed 
by Formin/Diaphanous functions, while apical F-actin by Arp2/3 complex. 
There are several actin regulators presented in eukaryotic animals’ genomes (Siripala 
and Welch, 2007; Swaney and Li, 2016; Pegoraro et al., 2017). Some of the essential ac-
tin regulators are the nucleation and assembly complexes of the Formin and Arp2/3 com-
plex families. Additionally, there are 7 major families of Arp2/3 complex regulators 
(DPod1, Coronin, Cortactin, Scar, Wasp, Wash, Carmil) present in the genomes of most 
higher animals (Siripala and Welch, 2007). Although the biochemical activities and inter-
actions of a broad array of actin regulators have been examined in vitro, how these activi-
ties are cooperatively utilized by development in vivo to generate three-dimensional 
structures remains unclear. To address these questions, I have examined the highly dy-
namic apical actin cap structures in the early Drosophila syncytial embryo to study the as-




Chapter 2: Results 
MoesinABD presents endogenous filamentous actin dynamics  
As a start, I examined whether Moesin actin binding domain (MoesinABD) as F-actin 
labeling can represent the endogenous F-actin dynamics without issues when fluorescent 
proteins are directly attached to actin or other labeling paradigms such as Lifeact (Kiehart 
et al., 2000; Blankenship et al., 2006; Spracklen et al., 2014; Fig. 2). I used UAS-driven 
actin binding domain of Moesin labeled with mCherry (mCh:MoeABD), GFP labeled ac-
tin subunit Act88F (UAS:GFP:Act88F), and Phalloidin staining of actin cap to show api-
cal actin cap structures.  
This live-imaging results of MoeABD labeling shows similar apical actin structures 
to direct actin labeling and phalloidin staining at representative time points, as well as the 
cap area and area changes (Fig. 1A-C). I also performed photo recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) to show MoesinABD labeling shows same F-actin dynamics as actin 






Figure 1 Similar actin labeling with different actin markers. 
(A) Representative images from live-imaged mCh:MoesinABD (actin binding domain of 
Moesin labeled with mCherry), live-imaged GFP:Act88F (Actin directly labeled with 
GFP) live-imaging, and fixed Phalloidin staining. Four time points (90s, 180s, 360s and 
540s) are shown. Scale bar=5µm.  
(B) Cap area comparison of mCh:MoeABD (n=15, N=4) and GFP:Act88F (n=10, N=3) 
at t=0, 120, 180, 420, 540s. ns: not significant.  
(C) Normalized cap area change of mCh:MoeABD (n=15, N=4) and GFP:Act88F (n=10, 
N=3) at 120s.   
(D) Representative FRAP images from mCh:MoesinABD and GFP:Act88F at t=-1s (one 
second before photo-bleaching), 0s (photo-bleaching), 12s, and 32s in cycle 11 caps dur-
ing stabilization phase. Scale bar=5µm.  
(E-F) FRAP T50 and immobile fraction of different F-actin markers: mch:MoeABD 




Rapid formation and deformation of apical actin cap structures 
I used 4D live-imaging to track rapid apical actin structures dynamics in syncytial cy-
cle 11 (Fig. 2). My results show the exceptionally dynamic apical actin caps formation: 
the initial exponential growth in as little as 120 seconds with an ~6-fold growth. Then the 
caps stabilize and elongate for ~300 seconds, which also correlates with centrosome and 
spindle duplication and separation (Cao et al., 2010). Lastly, caps deform and finally re-
form as small proto-caps at two central hubs to begin the next cycle of cap behaviors.  
During the expansion phase, actin caps in cycle 11 rapidly expand to 15-18µm in di-
ameter and 206 µm2 in area within two minutes. Apical cap size increases approximate 6-
fold and growth rates peak early during expansion (Fig. 2B-F). However, actin intensity 
increases only mildly (around 39% increase) by the end of stabilization (Fig. 2G), which 
suggests that actin recruitment is precisely regulated temporally and spatially. 
The following stabilization phase lasts for ~60 seconds, and the caps largely maintain 
their size. As the cell cycle continues, caps elongate and slightly increase in size (Fig. 
2A-F), but cap intensities begin to decrease and heterogeneity (measured as standard de-
viation of F-actin intensity) within the cap drops by ~one quarter of the maximum at the 
end of stabilization phase (Fig. 2G-I). Meanwhile, the cap morphology during elongation 
transits from round to an elongated structure and loses intensity in internal actin popula-
tions (Fig. 2A). During mitosis and chromosomal segregation, the caps start to disassem-
ble and fragment as gradual loss of F-actin. Finally, low intensity gaps are left and along 
cap edges and also in the middle of the elongating figure (Fig. 2A). During actin cap dis-
assembly, the average intensity of caps drops, as well as the heterogeneity (Fig. 2G-I). 
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These results demonstrate that the apical actin cap is a highly dynamic structures, provid-
ing an excellent system for the investigation of the F-actin regulation in vivo.  
Cycle 11 cap formation as typical F-actin structures dynamics 
I also measured apical actin cap dynamics during four syncytial cycles. In each cycle, 
the cap dynamics share similar features; as a result, I will focus on cycle 11 caps for fur-






Figure 2 Rapid formation and dissolution of cortical actin cap structures. 
 (A) Still images from live-imaging of apical F-actin dynamics (UAS:moeABD:mCherry, 
cycle 11) at t=0, 20, 90, 180, 270, 360, 540s. Scale bar=5µm.  
(B) WT actin cap area dynamics from cycle 11 (measured cap n=15, from embryo N=4). 
Cap areas are normalized to the size at t=0s. Four different phases are labeled (Exp.: Ex-
pansion; Stab.: Stabilization; Elong.: Elongation; and Frag.: Fragmentation phases).   
(C) WT actin cap expansion rate from 30s rolling window (cycle 11, n=15, N=4).  
(D) WT actin cap area (µm2) from cycle 11 at t=0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, 360, 420, 480, 
540s (n=15, N=4).  
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(E) WT actin cap area change in different phases (cycle 11, n=15, N=4). The values are 
calculated by the cap area at the end point divided by the area at the beginning of each 
phase.  
(F) Average WT actin cap area expansion rate (µm2/s) in different phases (cycle 11, 
n=15, N=4).  
(G) Average WT actin cap intensity (A.U.) from cycle 11 at t=0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, 
360, 420, 480, 540s (n=12, N=3).  
(H) WT actin cap heterogeneity dynamics from cycle 11 (n=15, N=4). The heterogeneity 
is measured as the intensity standard deviation normalized to the value at t=0s.  
(I) WT actin cap heterogeneity from cycle 11 at t=0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, 360, 420, 




Figure 3 WT area dynamics of apical actin structures in cycle 10-13. 
(A) Cycle 11 actin cap area dynamics (n=15, N=4) as the standard for analysis. n=15, 
N=4. Cap areas are normalized to the size at t=0s. Four different phases are labeled 
(Exp.: Expansion; Stab.: Stabilization; Elong.: Elongation; and Frag.: Fragmentation 
phases).  
(B-D) Cycle 10, cycle 12 and cycle 13 actin cap area dynamics. Cycle 10: n=6, N=2, 
measured every 15s; cycle 12: n=6, N=2, measured every 20s; cycle 13: n=6, N=2, meas-







Functions of Diaphanous and Arp2/3 on early syncytial F-actin networks 
The Formin Diaphanous and the Arp2/3 complex have been previously examined the 
functions of regulating actin nucleation at Drosophila syncytial stages (Stevenson et al., 
2002; Zallen et al., 2002; Grosshans et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2018). 
Disruption of Diaphanous function deeply affects furrow-associated actin, and Arp loss-
of-function leads to defects of apical F-actin populations (Fig. 4), which is consistent 
with previous results that Diaphanous is the major regulator for furrow-associated F-ac-
tin, while Arp2/3 has been implicated in apical actin formation (Grosshans et al., 2005; 
Cao et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2018). 
Diaphanous and Arp2/3 networks direct actin cap dynamics 
To further understand these protein’s functions in the early syncytial stages with com-
prehensive time-lapse based imaging and measurements which have been lacking before, 
I performed quantitative analysis of apical actin cap dynamics in Diaphanous and Arp 
function disrupted embryos. 
Previous studies show that Diaphanous mainly functions on basolateral furrow F-ac-
tin, however, I found that Diaphanous also shows a significant contribution to the early 
expansion of actin caps. Dia disrupted embryos have a ~35% reduction in cap area ex-
pansion, but a relatively mild 18% reduction in actin intensities and cap expansion rate 
(Fig 5A-H). Then the contribution of the Arp2/3 complex to actin behaviors has been ex-
amined. By contrast to Diaphanous, when Arp2/3 function is compromised, there is an 
almost complete absence of cap expansion and cap actin intensities are reduced to 47% of 
wild-type levels (Fig 5A-H). The remaining actin structures appear to be hollowed out 
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and missing internal actin populations (Fig 5A, B). These results show that Diaphanous 
and Arp2/3 both contribute to structuring apical actin caps, but that Arp2/3 is the major 
regulator of actin intensities and cap growth. The hollowed out internal cap structures as 
well as the failure in cap expansion also suggests a possible model in which Arp2/3 poly-
merizes F-actin internally, and the cap possess a dispersion mechanism that flows F-actin 







Figure 4 Apical and furrow-associated actin populations in Dia or Arp2/3 compro-
mised embryos. 
(A) Cycle 11 apical cap and furrow actin distributions in Control, Dia shRNA and ArpC4 
shRNA embryos at t=120s. Scale bar=5µm. Cap (0.9µm below apical most layer) and fur-






Figure 5 Quantitative dynamics of Formin and Arp2/3-driven actin networks. 
(A) Still images from live-imaging of apical F-actin dynamics (UAS:moeABD:mCherry, 
cycle 11) from control, Dia shRNA and ArpC4 shRNA lines at t=20, 90, 180, 360, 540s. 
Four different phases are labeled (Exp.: Expansion; Stab.: Stabilization; Elong.: Elonga-
tion; and Frag.: Fragmentation phases). Scale bar=5µm.  
(B) Still images showing F-actin cap intensities by live-imaging 
(UAS:moeABD:mCherry, cycle 11) from control, Dia shRNA and ArpC4 shRNA lines at 
t=120s. First 3 panels are leveled and imaged equivalently, with the last panel optimized 
for visualization. Scale bar=5µm.  
(C) Actin cap area dynamics of control (black, n=15, N=4), Dia shRNA (grey, n=10, 
N=3) and ArpC4 shRNA (red, n=11, N=3) from cycle 11. Cap areas are normalized to the 
size at t=0s.  
(D) Actin cap area (µm2) of control (n=15, N=4), Dia shRNA (n=10, N=3), and ArpC4 
shRNA (n=11, N=3) at t=120s in cycle 11. *: p<0.05, ***: p<0.0005.  
(E) Actin cap area change of control (n=15, N=4), Dia shRNA (n=10, N=3), and ArpC4 
shRNA (n=11, N=3) from t=120s to t=0s in cycle 11. ***: p<0.0005.  
(F) Average intensity of apical cap structures of control (n=12, N=3), Dia shRNA (n=10, 
N=3), and ArpC4 shRNA (n=11, N=3) at t=120s in cycle 11. *: p<0.05, ***: p<0.0005.  
(G) Actin cap area expansion rate of control (n=15, N=4), Dia shRNA (n=10, N=3), and 
ArpC4 shRNA (n=11, N=3) from 0-120s in cycle 11. *: p<0.05, ***: p<0.0005. (H) Actin 
cap heterogeneity (standard deviation) of control (n=15, N=4), Dia shRNA (n=10, N=3), 




Different Arp2/3 regulators have distinct roles in building apical actin structures 
Next, I wanted to identify how Arp2/3 complex regulators are deployed to control ac-
tin nucleating activities spatiotemporally to construct cortical actin caps. Extensive work 
across multiple systems has shown that there are seven major families of proteins that 
regulate Arp 2/3 complex function (Siripala and Welch, 2007; Swaney and Li, 2016). 
Each of these families are represented within the Drosophila genome (DPod1, Coronin, 
Cortactin, Scar, Carmil, Wasp and Wash, Fig. 6A). Drosophila DPod1 contains WD40 
domain and has similarity to Coronin-family proteins. Cortactin and Carmil have been 
shown to regulate Arp2/3 complex function, and Scar/Wash/Wasp super-family proteins 
are known potent activators of Arp2/3 nucleation, although Scar has previously been sug-
gested to be the most relevant member regulating Arp2/3 function in the early embryo 
(Zallen et al., 2002; Levayer et al., 2011). I therefore analyzed actin cap dynamics in em-
bryos compromised for each of these regulators (Fig. 6B).  
Interestingly, these results demonstrate distinct functions of Cortactin, DPod1, Coro-
nin, and Scar in building F-actin caps, while disrupting Carmil had little effect on caps 
(Fig. 6D-K). Compromising Coronin function causes an immediate defect in the expan-
sion phase of cap formation (Fig. 6G, G’), and actin intensities at ~70% of control levels 
(Fig. 6C, F, G’’). By contrast, disrupting DPod1 function produces caps that expand at 
near wild-type levels and possess wild-type areas until they fail to maintain area size in 
the later stages of apical cap function (Fig. 6E, E’). However, these embryos have dra-
matically reduced actin intensities throughout the cap area (Fig. 6E’’). In embryos with 
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compromised Cortactin function, there is a normal burst of actin expansion, but after 
~120 seconds actin caps do not continue to grow and steadily diminish in size suggesting 
a role for Cortactin in growth at the cap periphery (Fig. 6H, I-I’’). Interestingly, F-actin 
intensities at higher levels than control embryos possibly due to smaller cap area (Fig. 
6I’’). Disrupting Scar function produces actin caps that show an early depletion of F-actin 
intensities followed by a delayed expansion phase in which the caps cannot fully reach 
control cap areas (Fig. 6J, K-K’’).  
I also examined Wasp and Wash functions on actin cap formation during early syn-
cytial stage (Fig. 7). Unlike DPod1, Coronin or Cortactin results showed above (Fig. 6), 
Wasp and Wash have little contribution to apical cap structures. Both cap area dynamics 
and average intensity of F-actin in caps are similar to WT. 
Together, these results reveal distinct functions for individual Arp2/3 regulators, with 
DPod1 being required for overall actin intensities, while Cortactin and Scar are necessary 
for cap expansion and maintenance. These results are also consistent with Coronin having 
an early function, possibly in the cap center, and Cortactin/Scar possessing a later func-
tion in controlling cap growth and maintenance of cap areas at the periphery. Coronin and 
Scar have both intensity (at early phases) and cap size functions, and Carmil, Wasp, and 





Figure 6 Arp2/3 regulators have distinct roles in building apical actin structures. 
(A) Schematics of different Arp2/3 regulators domain organization. Domains are col-
lected from Flybase (Pfam/SMART) and UniProt. WD40: WD40 repeats; CC: coiled-coil 
domain; Hs1/Cortactin: Hs1/Cortactin repeats; SH3: SH3 domain; PRD: proline rich do-
main; WCA: WH2/verprolin, cofilin, acidic domains; LRR: Leucine-rich repeats; PH: 
pleckstrin homology domain; LLR: Leucine-rich repeats; C-terminal: Carmil c-terminal 
domain; DUF: domains of unknown function.  
(B) Cycle 11 apical actin cap area dynamics in control, Arp2/3, and Arp2/3 regulator dis-
rupted embryos: control (black, n=15, N=4), DPod1 shRNA (green, n=11, N=3), Coronin 
shRNA (blue, n=9, N=3), Cortactin shRNA (red, n=12, N=3), Scar shRNA (orange, n=11, 
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N=3), Carmil shRNA (grey, n=9, N=3), and ArpC4 shRNA (magenta, n=11, N=3). Cap 
areas are normalized to the size at t=0s.  
(C, D, F, H, J, L) Still images from live-imaging of apical F-actin dynamics 
(UAS:moeABD:mCh, cycle 11) at t=180, 270, 360s, from control (C), DPod1 shRNA 
(D), Coronin shRNA (F), Cortactin shRNA (H), Scar shRNA (J), and Carmil shRNA (L) 
embryos. Images are identically leveled and imaged. Scale bar=5µm. Insertions in (D) 
and (F) are optimized leveling of same images.  
(E,G,I,K,M) Apical actin cap area dynamics (cycle 11) in control (black, n=15, N=4), 
DPod1 shRNA (green, n=11, N=3), Coronin shRNA (blue, n=9, N=3), Cortactin shRNA 
(red, n=12, N=3), Scar shRNA (orange, n=11, N=3), Carmil shRNA (grey, n=9, N=3), and 
ArpC4 shRNA (magenta, n=11, N=3). Cap areas are normalized to the size at t=0s.  
(E’,G’,I’,K’,M’) Absolute actin cap areas (µm2) in control and Arp2/3 regulator compro-
mised embryos from cycle 11 at indicated time points. *: p<0.05.  
(E’’,G’’,I’’,K’’,M’’) Actin cap average intensity in control and Arp2/3 regulator compro-
mised embryos from cycle 11 at indicated time points. *: p<0.05. Bar graphs without * 
labeled in (E’-E’’,G’-G’’,I’-I’’,K’-K’’,M’-M’’) are not significant.  
 
 
Figure 7 Wasp and Wash have little role in building apical actin structures. 
(A, B, D) Still images from live-imaging of apical F-actin dynamics in cycle 11 at t=180, 
270, 360s from WT (A), Wasp shRNA (B), and Wash shRNA (D). Images are identically 
leveled and imaged as (A). Scale bar=5µm.  
(C, E) Apical actin cap area dynamics (cycle 11) in control (black, n=15, N=4), wasp 
shRNA (grey, n=11, N=3), and wash shRNA (grey, n=9, N=3), respectively. Cap areas are 
normalized to the size at t=0s.  
(C’, E’) Absolute actin cap areas (µm2) in WT, Wasp and Wash compromised embryos 
from cycle 11 at indicated time points. (C’’, E’’) Actin cap average intensity in WT and 
Arp2/3 regulator compromised embryos from cycle 11 at indicated time points. *: 





Different Arp2/3 regulators have distinct Arp recruitment abilities 
Given these effects of different Arp2/3 regulators on the size, shape, and intensity of 
apical actin caps, we determined the degree to which Arp2/3 complex recruitment (as 
proxied by an endogenous Arp3:GFP) to the apical cortex was compromised in these var-
ious backgrounds. Disrupting the Formin Diaphanous had no effect on Arp3:GFP locali-
zation at apical structures (Fig. 8). By contrast, disruptions of ArpC4, one of the Arp2/3 
complex subunits, almost completely abolishes apical Arp3:GFP localization and inten-
sity (Fig. 8). Interestingly, DPod1, which had the deepest impact on overall F-actin inten-
sities, also had the largest effect on Arp3:GFP localization, while Coronin, Scar and Cor-
tactin showed intermediate Arp3:GFP recruitment defects.  
 
 
Figure 8 Arp recruitment abilities by different Arp2/3 regulators. 
(A) Still images of endogenous CRISPR Arp3:GFP behavior in control and actin regula-
tor disrupted embryos at t=120s in cycle 11. Scale bar=5µm.  
(B) CRISPR Arp3:GFP intensity in control and different actin regulators functional dis-
ruption embryos at t=120s in cycle 11. control: n=13, N=3; ArpC4 shRNA: n=18, N=3; 
DPod1 shRNA: n=34, N=3; Coronin shRNA: n=30, N=3; Scar shRNA: n=24, N=3; Cor-
tactin shRNA: n=27, N=3; Dia shRNA: n=28, N=3. ns: not significant, *: p<0.05, **: 





Different Arp2/3 regulators show various expression and localization behaviors 
To investigate the localization of each regulator, I generated an Arp2/3 regulator 
toolkit of expression constructs. I first generated either N- or C-terminal UAS GFP ex-
pression transgenic constructs (and in many cases, both N- and C- terminal; Fig. 9A-G, 
Table 1), and then followed up with CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homologous recombination 
to knock-in GFP at endogenous loci where possible. A CRISPR-generated GFP knock-in 
at the endogenous Arp3 locus shows a strong localization to the apical cap with little lo-
calization to furrows, consistent with the functional data (Fig. 8A, Fig. 9H). Coronin, 
Cortactin, Scar, and DPod1 all show varying degrees of localization to the actin caps 
(Fig. 9A-D, Fig. 10I-K). In contrast, neither Carmil nor Wasp localize to apical actin caps 
(Fig. 9E-F), and Wash has a weak signal on actin caps, again consistent with the conclu-
sions from the functional analysis.  
To examine the expression levels of the Arp2/3 regulators during cap formation, I 
also used qPCR to examine the relative mRNA levels of each regulator. These results 
show that Coronin, Cortactin and DPod1 are highly expressed and Carmil and Wash are 






Figure 9 Arp2/3 regulator localization at apical actin caps. 
(A-G) Coronin (UAS:Coronin:GFP), Cortactin (UAS:GFP:Cortactin), DPod1 
(UAS:DPod1:GFP), Scar (UAS:Scar:GFP), Carmil (UAS:Carmil:GFP), Wasp 
(Wasp:GFP), and Wash (Wash:GFP) localization on apical cap structures at t=20, 180, 
270, and 360s. Scale bar=5µm.  
(H, I) Still images from live-imaging of apical CRISPR Arp3:GFP (H) and CRISPR 
GFP:Cortactin (I) in cycle 11 at t=20, 180, 270, 360s. Scale bar=3µm.  
(J) Still images from live-imaging of apical CRISPR GFP:DPod1 in cycles 11 to 13. 
Scale bar=10µm.  
(K) Anti-Coronin (peptide antibody) staining of OreR (WT) and Coronin shRNA em-
bryos in cycle 11 with phalloidin staining and merged channels.  
(L) Actin regulators expression level during syncytial cycles by qPCR. Sqh (Myosin II 
regulatory light chain, MRLC) as positive control, and Rh3 (Rhodopsin 3) as negative 
control. The data are normalized to Wasp. DPod1, Coronin, Dia, Wasp, Scar and Carmil 
are tested by two independent sets of primers. 
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Coronin directs Cortactin localization to the cap periphery 
One intriguing facet of these regulators’ localization, however, is that Coronin and 
Cortactin display a complementary localization in mature caps, with Cortactin enrich-
ment occurring at the cap periphery while Coronin possesses an enrichment in the cap in-
terior (Fig. 10A-D). This is also consistent with the functional analysis, in which Cortac-
tin was required for cap growth late in the exponential phase and during later size 
maintenance, while Coronin was required for early cap growth. 
Additionally, the complementary localization suggested a possible antagonism be-
tween Coronin and Cortactin. To examine this, we imaged GFP:Cortactin embryos when 
Coronin was disrupted. Remarkably, this revealed that, in the absence of Coronin func-
tion, Cortactin fails to transition to the cap periphery, consistent with Coronin contrib-
uting to the ability of Cortactin to localize to the cell periphery to direct actin growth and 








Figure 10 Coronin directs Cortactin localization to the cap periphery. 
(A, C) Cortactin transitions to actin periphery through Coronin antagonism during cap 
growth. Overlapped images from t=360s (magenta) to t=180s (green) from live-imaging. 
Coronin (A) and Cortactin (C) images are derived from live-imaging of 
UAS:Coronin:GFP (Fig.9A) and CRISPR GFP:Cortactin (Fig. 9I), respectively. Scale 
bar=2µm.  
(B, D, F) Intensity profiles from (A), (C), and (E) yellow lines, respectively. Dis-
tance=0µm indicates the center of apical cap structures. 
(E) CRISPR GFP:Cortactin t=180s (green) and 360s (magenta) overlapped images in Co-






F-actin networks are in a deep competition for G-actin  
I next examined the dynamics of how actin networks in the early embryo form. To do 
so, I analyzed recovery rates after photobleaching. Firstly, I examined recovery in corti-
cal cap populations and in furrow-associated actin populations at ~120 seconds into cycle 
11. These results revealed that actin is highly dynamic, with a halftime of recovery (T50) 
of only 8.2 seconds in the cap and a low immobile fraction of 17% (Fig. 11A-D). Furrow-
associated actin is more stable with a T50 of 15.1 seconds (Fig. 11C). These recovery 
rates are similar when actin is directly labeled with GFP, again demonstrating that track-
ing actin cap behaviors with the MoeABD:GFP accurately reflects actin dynamics (Fig. 
1D). 
Then recovery rates were measured when the two major actin nucleating factors in 
the early embryo, Arp2/3 and Diaphanous, are disrupted. The expectation was that as 
these networks are essential to cap growth and actin intensities, as a result, a longer re-
covery time after photobleaching would be observed. Surprisingly, I found that actin re-
covery is much faster when either Arp2/3 or Diaphanous function is disrupted. Indeed, 
although actin intensities are much reduced, the halftime to recovery of these intensities 
is nearly twice as fast as in wild-type embryo (4.2 s and 4.1 s in ArpC4 and Diaphanous 
shRNA embryos, respectively (Fig. 11C). I also measured cap recovery rates when the in-
dividual Arp2/3 regulators were disrupted. Similar to disrupting Arp2/3 or Dia function, 
compromising DPod1, Coronin, Cortactin, or Scar led to faster recovery rates, although 
to varying degrees (Fig. 11E-F). Interestingly, DPod1 disruption was almost comparable 
to disrupting Arp2/3 function in its effect on recovery rates and immobile fractions. This 
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is consistent with my data indicating that DPod1 has the strongest impact on F-actin in-
tensities in the cap, suggesting that actin intensities well-reflect the degree to which spe-
cific actin networks are the predominant G-actin utilizing networks in the embryo.  
The FRAP results point to an interesting interpretation and suggest that the G-actin 
pool in the early embryo is being maximally utilized, such that G-actin monomer availa-
bility deeply limits assembly rates by the different complexes in the embryo. To examine 
this further, I analyzed what would happen to recovery rates when more actin is bound 
into stable filaments and less G-actin is available. We therefore injected embryos with 
low levels of jasplakinolide to stabilize F-actin – under these conditions, recovery rates 
increased, consistent with a decrease in available G-actin pools (Fig. 11G-H). Similarly, 
reducing the G-actin availability by low-dose Latrunculin B injection also slowed recov-
ery rates (Fig. 11G-H). These data also addresses the relative stability of F-actin associ-
ated with the two networks, and suggests that Diaphanous-associated actin is more stable 
than Arp2/3 filamentous actin, as the immobile fraction almost doubles when Diapha-
nous-mediated nucleation is the dominant regime in the actin cap (caps in which Arp2/3 
function has been compromised). These results demonstrate that F-actin is highly dy-
namic in the apical cortex, and that the nucleation and polymerization activities that func-
tion during the construction of cortical cap structures are in a strong competition for 







Figure 11 Arp2/3 and Formin networks maintain a deep competition for free G-ac-
tin. 
(A) Still images from FRAP recovery of F-actin live-imaging (UAS:moeABD:mCh) in 
cycle 11 embryos at t=-1s (1 second before photo bleaching), 0s (photo bleaching),  4s, 
8s, 12s, 24s, and 32s. Scale bar=5µm.  
(B) FRAP recovery dynamics in control apical actin cap at cycle 11. Intensity is normal-
ized to the value at t=-1s.  
(C-D) FRAP T50 and immobile fraction of F-actin at apical cap (n=6) and furrow (n=3) 
structures in cycle 11.  
(E-F) FRAP T50 and immobile fraction of F-actin in control and indicated actin regulator 
compromised embryos in cycle 11. n>3. ns: not significant, *: p<0.05.  
(G-H) FRAP T50 and immobile fraction of F-actin in control (n=13), Latrunculin B 
(LatB) (n=5) and Jasplakinolide (Jasp) injected embryos (n=8), or performed in ArpC4 
shRNA embryos (n=5) and ArpC4 shRNA with Jasp injection (n=5). *: p<0.05, ***: 
p<0.0005.  





Arp2/3 recruitment strengths of unique regulators 
As the localization and function of the different Arp2/3 regulators in cortical cap for-
mation have been examined, I wanted to test the relative strengths of Arp2/3 recruitment 
by each regulator in vivo. I therefore adapted a mitochondrial-tagging assay (Wong and 
Munro, 2014) to recruit Arp2/3 regulators to the mitochondria and then tested the degree 
to which Arp3 and F-actin become ectopically localized. Since DPod1, Cortactin, Coro-
nin, and Scar had the strongest effects on actin cap formation, I fused each of these regu-
lator proteins to mCherry and an outer mitochondrial membrane mito-tag (Tom70-HA, 
58 amino acids). Intriguingly, the mito-tagged Arp2/3 regulators are each capable of re-
cruiting Arp3:GFP and F-actin to the mitochondria (Fig. 12A-E). The control images 
show that endogenous mitochondria do not overlap with Arp3:GFP, which suggest the 
mito-tag is effective and the colocalization indeed indicates the ectopic translocation of 
Arp regulators that recruit Arp3. Further, they also appear able to activate Arp2/3 com-






Figure 12 Mito-tagged regulators can direct F-actin polymerization. 
(A) Still images of mitochondrial morphology from YFP:mito in stage 12 embryo. Scale 
bar=1µm.  
(B-E) Staining images of CRISPR Arp3:GFP (anti-GFP) with mito-tagged 
mCherry:Arp2/3 regulators (anti-dsRed) and F-actin (Phalloidin) in cells at stage 12.  
(F) Control staining images of CRISPR Arp3:GFP (anti-GFP) with mCherry-tagged mi-
tochondrial marker (anti-dsRed) and F-actin (Phalloidin) in cells at stage 12. Merge chan-




Quantification of Arp2/3 recruitment strengths of unique regulators 
Firstly, the line intensity measurements show the colocalization and overlap of 
Arp3:GFP to the different Arp regulators (Fig. 13A-H). To measure the strength of re-
cruitment, I quantified the colocalization percentage and relative Arp3:GFP intensity as 
normalized to regulator:mCherry intensity. Of the tested regulators, mito-DPod1 pos-
sessed the strongest colocalization and recruitment ability (Fig. 13A-B, I-J). By contrast, 
Coronin had the lowest colocalization and recruitment ability while Cortactin and Scar 
had intermediate Arp3-recruiting activities (Fig. 13C-F, I-J). These results are consistent 
with the functional analysis which indicated that DPod1 is most important for overall ac-
tin cap intensities and suggest that a high potency Arp2/3 regulator, DPod1, has been se-
lected to drive overall actin levels, while Coronin, Cortactin, and Scar largely have a spa-
tial function in driving cap expansion. These results also provide some insight on the 
Arp2/3 regulators relative potencies, as Cortactin demonstrates a high percent of colocali-
zation, but relatively low recruitment ability, while Scar has moderate Arp3 colocaliza-









Figure 13 In Vivo recruitment strengths of Arp2/3 regulators. 
(A,C,E,G) Images of CRISPR Arp3:GFP with mito-tagged mCherry:Arp2/3 regulators in 
cells at stage 12. Scale bar=3µm.  
(B,D,F,H) Intensity line plots of CRISPR Arp3:GFP and different mito-tagged regulators 
measured from yellow dashed lines in (A,C,E,G).  
(I) Percent of Arp3:GFP positive compartments that colocalize with mito:mCh-tagged 
Arp regulator puncta. DPod1: n=94, N=3; Cortactin: n=107, N=3; Coronin: n=80, N=4; 
Scar: n=64, N=3.  
(J) Arp3 recruitment ability (normalized GFP:mCherry intensity ratio in Arp3:GFP posi-
tive mito:mCh-tagged compartments) by mito-tagged DPod1, Cortactin, Coronin and 
Scar. DPod1: n=26, N=3; Cortactin: n=29, N=3; Coronin: n=27, N=4; Scar: n=40, N=3. 
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Arp2/3 regulators function for nuclear attachment 
Finally, as F-actin caps have been implicated in the apical anchorage and positioning 
of nuclei (Foe and Alberts, 1983; Sullivan et al., 1993; Blankenship and Wieschaus, 
2001), I next examined what the critical actin properties are that are essential to mediate 
nuclear anchorage against the substantial mitotic flows during cell division cycles. In-
deed, loss of apical anchorage is readily apparent in Arp2/3 compromised embryos, with 
multiple nuclear fallout events being observed (Fig. 14A). In previous work, we had iden-
tified that aneuploid or polyploid nuclei created through a failure to properly segregate 
chromosomes led to the loss of apical syncytial nuclei (Xie and Blankenship, 2018). 
However, here we observed that diploid nuclei that underwent apparently normal cell di-
visions still lost apical anchorage in the Arp2/3 compromised background (Fig. 14A). We 
therefore correlated nuclear fallout with cortical cap properties such as intensity and cap 
expansion rates in the various actin regulator backgrounds. This analysis revealed that the 
critical property for nuclear anchorage was the growth in cap areas (Fig. 14B), while 
overall cap intensities had little correlation to nuclear fallout rates (Fig. 14C). These data 
suggest that cortical actin cap expansion and organization, as mediated by Cortactin, Co-
ronin, and Scar, are essential for nuclear positioning and the maintenance of the apical 







Figure 14 Requirement for filamentous actin cap function by Arp2/3 regulators in 
anchoring embryonic nuclei. 
(A) Nuclei (marked by Histone:RFP) lose apical anchorage and fall into the embryonic 
interior in ArpC4 shRNA embryos during cycle 12 at t=0s, 90s, 180s, 270s and 540s. Me-
dial z-layer (-5µm from apical most portion of embryo) indicates plane of normal nuclear 
positioning, and basal layer (-10µm) images are shown. Asterisk, arrowhead and arrow 
indicate individual falling-out nuclei. Scale bar=5µm.  
(B) Correlation of nuclear fallout rates to cap area expansion rates (t=0-120s) in indicated 
backgrounds (cycle 13 embryos).  
(C) Correlation of nuclear fallout rates to average actin cap intensities (t=120s) in indi-
cated backgrounds (cycle 13 embryos). (B,C) control (n>12, N>3), Dia shRNA (n=10, 
N=3), ArpC4 shRNA (n=11, N=3), DPod1 shRNA (n=11, N=3), Coronin shRNA (n=9, 
N=3), Cortactin shRNA (n=12, N=3), Scar shRNA (n=11, N=3), and Carmil shRNA (n=9, 
N=3). Dashed lines indicate linear regression fitting. P: Pearson’s correlation coefficient, 









Chapter 3: Discussion 
Cells have a variety of actin regulatory proteins available to them to aid in construct-
ing cortical structures that support cell shape and function. For example, there are 7 major 
families of Arp2/3 complex regulators in Drosophila and most higher animals, but 
whether and how these regulators are used coordinately to direct distinct properties of 
cortical actin structures has been less clear. Here, the early Drosophila syncytium was 
used as a system to study rapidly developing actin structures. I created an Arp2/3 regula-
tors toolkit composed of 18 different transgenic constructs (Table 1) to analyze the inter-
play of actin regulators in an intact developing organism. This toolkit should form a use-
ful reagent collection for the fly community, and revealed that unique regulators were 
used to drive specific properties of the growing actin cap. I observed that DPod1 has an 
essential function in supporting the overall actin intensities in the cap, but does not ap-
pear to function in directing the expansion of the actin cap. In contrast, Cortactin does not 
contribute to actin intensities, but plays a key role driving the continued growth and ex-
pansion of the cap. Interestingly, Coronin, which shares similar WD40 and DUF domain 
architectures to DPod1, has a dual role in supporting both actin intensity and cap growth. 
Coronin also shows the earliest function in directing cap growth, while Cortactin and 
Scar have cap growth rates that become compromised during the late portions of the 
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exponential phase. Interestingly, the results also showed a potential cooperativity be-
tween Cortactin and Coronin that may underlie these early and 
late functions of the two regulatory proteins. Cortactin localizes to the cap periphery in 
later cortical caps but fails to undergo this transition when Coronin function is disrupted. 
This suggests that centrally located Coronin may aid in directing Cortactin to a pe-
ripheral enrichment and is consistent with a previous study showing a competition be-
tween Coronin and Cortactin in binding at actin branching points (Cai et al., 2008). These 
results are consistent with a combinatorial model for structuring the apical cortex in 
which DPod1 supports overall amounts of actin filaments, Coronin supports very early 
actin cap growth, and Cortactin and Scar promote mid-to-late cap growth and mainte-
nance, although there are varying degrees of overlap in these functions. 
The apical actin dynamics was comprehensively quantified when the major Formin 
and Arp2/3 actin networks are disrupted. Earlier works in the fly embryos suggested that 
the actin cap is largely dependent on Arp2/3 function, while the filamentous actin sup-
porting ingressing furrows is largely Diaphanous/Formin driven (Grosshans et al., 2005; 
Cao et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2018). My results are broadly consistent with this view-
point, although they also point to a lesser, but still substantial, Formin function in the cap 
as well. Interestingly, recent work has suggested that Formin proteins and Arp2/3 com-
plex function possess an intriguing interplay, with Diaphanous-based actin bundles being 
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displaced by Arp2/3 actin nucleation function (Jiang and Harris, 2019). These results also 
reveal just how deeply the Diaphanous/Formin and Arp2/3 networks are in competition 
over the available G-actin pools. Somewhat surprisingly, actin fluorescent recovery rates 
were approximately twice as fast when either network was compromised. This illustrates 
the degree to which G-actin limits filament assembly. It also suggests that,   
even given the volume of the Drosophila embryo (9.02x106 µm3; Markow et al., 2009) 
and the relatively few actin caps (~500-2000 caps during cycles 10-12) that are present in 
the early cortical cycles (i.e., per unit volume), local concentrations of G-actin still be-
come limiting at the cortex.  
To test the relative Arp2/3 recruiting potencies of the regulators, we chose to employ 
an ectopic relocalization strategy (Wong and Munro, 2014). This mito-tag technique has 
the advantage of testing factors in an intact tissue and cytoplasm, as opposed to artifi-
cially, buffered conditions in vitro. Interestingly, this revealed that DPod1 most potently 
recruited Arp2/3 to ectopic sites at the mitochondria, which correlates well with the im-
portance of DPod1 for F-actin intensities at the cortical actin cap. Coronin had the weak-
est recruiting ability, possibly suggesting a primary role for Coronin in the regulation of 
Cortactin function and consistent with studies that suggest a complicated, and at times 
contradictory, function in Arp2/3 regulation (reviewed in Ghandi and Goode, 2008, dis-
cussed below). Interestingly, when Scar was found to colocalize with Arp3:GFP it was a 
very potent recruiter of Arp3/F-actin, but only a subset of mitochondrial Scar appeared 
active (~50% colocalization with Arp3:GFP). Embryos with disrupted DPod1, Cortactin, 
and Scar function also showed changes in actin stability and recovery rates (as indicated 
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by immobile fractions and T50s) that mimicked the changes observed when Arp2/3 com-
plex function was compromised. The partial colocalization of mito-tag Scar with 
Arp3:GFP additionally suggests a possible regulation/partial activation of Scar which 
may be limiting in terms of Scar function, and may explain why DPod1 is the most potent 
regulator of actin network function at these stages despite the similar strength with which 
Scar appears capable of recruiting Arp2/3 complex function. It may also be that this regu-
lation is limiting in the relocalization assay, and suggests one of the caveats to this ap-
proach (namely, that although this technique had the advantage of being in vivo, it still 
represents recruitment to an unnatural compartment that may have its own limitations im-
posed by the presence or absence of upstream signals and lipid bilayers). Nevertheless, 
this approach is a nicely complementary technique to in vitro biochemical measurements, 
and may provide a useful alternative approach for assaying protein recruitment abilities in 
the early fly embryo in vivo.  
Previous studies showed that centrosome-MTs networks as a center for actin 
polymerization and organization (cite Warn, 1986; Foe et al, 2000; Farina et al., 2016). I 
also observed that apical cap dynamics are closely related to centrosome behaviors, and 
MT regulations. The elongation phase of actin cap is along with centrosome duplication 
and separation. It will be interesting to determine how MT networks regulate actin struc-
tures, and the interaction of the two major cytoskeleton components.  
Additionally, nucleus anchorage and positioning are essential for tissue/organism de-
velopment, cell division, motility and migration, mechanosensing, epithelial tissue organ-
ization and etc. For example, the perinuclear actin cap tightly wraps around nucleus and 
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shapes interphase nucleus (Khatau et al., 2010).  In this study, I also reveal that apical ac-
tin cap is required for nucleus anchorage. Indeed, in early Drosophila syncytial divisions, 
apical cap formation and dissemble along with cell cycle, as well as massive detachment 
and re-attachment events. Each cycle generates forces and displacement of individual nu-
cleus. The future studies will focus on how the nucleus position to the right places, possi-
bly by LINC domain proteins and cooperation of membrane-actin-microtubule networks. 
Finally, although much of my research focus has been on the Arp2/3 regulators in 
terms of guiding F-actin nucleation through the Arp2/3 complex, it should be pointed out 
that these regulators have been implicated in other actin-related processes (such as the 
control of filament branching and turnover) that may be responsible for their relative ef-
fects on actin growth and intensities. The functional results illustrate the final outcomes 
of disrupting regulator function on actin morphologies, and, combined with the mito-tag 
assay, suggest the strength of Arp2/3-dependent regulation, but it is clear that several of 
these proteins have been implicated in additional biochemical processes other than 
Arp2/3 activation. For example, Coronin has been observed to both promote and inhibit 
Arp2/3 function, as well as directing F-actin turnover through cofilin/GMF function 
(Ghandi and Goode, 2008; Mikati et al., 2015). The Scar/Wasp/Wash family of proteins 
is typically viewed as directly activating Arp2/3 nucleating activities (reviewed in Mol-
inie and Gautreau, 2018), and Cortactin can also activate nucleation at high concentra-
tions, but additionally inhibits Arp2/3 debranching after nucleation has begun (Weaver et 
al., 2001; Uruno et al., 2001; Weaver et al., 2002; Cai et al., 2008). In other systems, Cor-
tactin and Coronin have been found to compete in either stabilizing or destabilizing 
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Arp2/3 branch points, and Cortactin is often preferentially found in newer filaments of 
migrating lamellipodia (Cai et al., 2008). It is tempting to speculate that this new-branch 
stabilizing function of Cortactin could be a reason why Cortactin has been selected to 
support the edge out-growth of the caps. Regardless of these varying activities, the results 
show the final products of these factors on the apical, cortical actin networks that form 
and position nuclei in the early fly embryo. It will be interesting in future experiments to 
begin to further examine the biochemical partners that may help mediate the activities ob-








Part II Differentially-dimensioned furrow formation by zygotic gene expression 
Chapter 4: Introduction 
Furrow formation is a critical mechanism for cell division. Despite extensive work on 
the mechanisms that generate plasma membrane furrows, understanding how cells can 
dynamically regulate furrow dimensions is an unresolved question. Additionally, cells 
vary greatly in size and shape, suggesting that regulation of furrow dynamics in response 
to mechanical or regulatory cues occurs. 
The rapid and massive division events during Drosophila syncytial cycle 10-13, when 
nucleus arrange in a common cortical plane, provide an excellent model for studies of ge-
netic and developmental regulations on furrow dynamics. at cycle 10. At this point, the 
density of nuclei and their arrangement in a common cortical plane requires four cycles 
of transient plasma membrane furrow formation (syncytial division cycles 10-13) to ade-
quately partition mitotic figures and ensure genomic stability (Foe and Alberts, 1983; 
Sullivan et al., 1993; Holly et al., 2015). At cycle 14 (cellularization), plasma membrane 
furrows permanently encapsulate individual nuclei, resulting in a monolayered epithelium 
(Schejter et al., 1993; Mazumdar et al., 2002; Tram et al., 2002; Kotadia et al., 2010). It is 
in these early furrow-forming processes that rapid, morphogenetic changes occur in fur-
row structure and dimensions. As cycles 10-14 proceed, the furrows are sequentially nar-




Intriguingly, it is in this same period of rapid furrow morphogenesis that the zygotic 
genome becomes transcriptionally active, and a hand-off in genetic regulation occurs 
from maternal to zygotic control (also called the MBT, or midblastula transition). While 
the MBT is often classically-defined by events that occur during cycle 14, zygotic gene 
expression can be detected as early as cycle 2 at a few isolated loci (Ali-Murthy et al., 
2013), and several hundred genes become actively transcribed during cycles 8-13 (John 
et al., 2006; De Renzi et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013; Blythe and Wieschaus, 2015). Two 
large sets of early expressed genes have been identified that are dependent on either 
Zelda or GAGA-factor transcription factors (Liang et al., 2008; Nien et al., 2011; Harri-
son et al., 2011; Schulz et al., 2015; Blyth and Wieschaus, 2016). While GAGA-factor 
dependent transcripts are expressed relatively late in the MBT, Zelda appears to act ear-
lier and is often associated with expression prior to cycle 14. In addition to zygotic acti-
vation, maternal gene products are gradually removed (Tadros et al., 2007; Benoit et al., 
2009; Thomsen et al., 2010). This coordination of zygotic gene activation and maternal 
gene decay ensures the proper, wild-type development of the Drosophila embryo. How-
ever, the function of these early transcripts as well as the clearance of maternal products 
in directing morphogenesis prior to cycle 14 has not been clear. Here, I examine the ex-
tent to which the ingression of differentially dimensioned furrows in the early embryo is a 









Chapter 5: Results 
Formation of differentially-dimensioned furrows during early syncytial develop-
ment 
At nuclear cycle 10 the majority of nuclei have migrated to adopt a subapical position 
beneath the cortex. At this point, five cycles of plasma membrane furrow formation 
begin, with furrows of characteristic differing lengths forming in each cycle. To examine 
this more closely, I imaged living embryos expressing markers of the plasma membrane 
(Gap43:mCherry) and chromosomes (Histone:GFP), which permits the imaging and 
quantitation of individual furrow dynamics, as well as the tracking of cell cycle behav-
iors. The measured, true furrow region is defined as the furrow length that stretches from 
where apical caps meet to the end of the furrow canal (Fig. 15A-B). To establish furrow 
dynamics without the introduction of averaging artifacts due to slightly variable cycle du-
rations between individual embryos, I aligned furrow formation and retraction measure-
ments from each embryo and nuclear cycle with the onset of anaphase, as indicated by 
the Histone:GFP marker. 
Similar to previous results (Holly et al., 2015; Sherlekar et al., 2016), furrow for-
mation in wild-type embryos is highly reproducible, with furrows growing in length with 
each succeeding nuclear cycle. However, with greater temporal resolution, individual cy-
cle dynamics became clearer (Fig 15B-C). At cycle 10, short furrows of only 1.5µm form 
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in ~4 minutes. Furrows then deepen progressively with each cycle by ~2µm until cycle 
14 (Fig 15C). At cellularization (interphase of cycle 14), deep furrows of ~30µm package 
nuclei into individual plasma membrane compartments (Fig. 15C). Furrow morphologies 





Figure 15 Developmental regulation of furrow dimensions and morphologies in the 
early Drosophila embryo. 
(A) Model of syncytial furrows indicating the apical region, furrow, and furrow canal (i). 
A planar view of the furrow canal regions is also shown (ii), as well as live-imaging data 
(iii). Scale bar=5µm. (B) Still images of furrow dynamics from live-imaged cycle 13 em-
bryos (Gap43:mCh) at t=0min, 2min, 4min, 6min, 8min, 10min, 12min, 14min, 16min, 
and 18min, and z-planes at 0, -2, -4, -6, and -8µm. z=0µm is most apical plane, z=-8µm is 
most basal. Scale bar = 5 µm 
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(C) Wild type furrow dynamics from cycle 10-14 (cycle 10: n=4; cycle 11: n=7; cycle 12 
and 13: n=8; cycle 14: n=3). 
(D) Furrow morphology during cycles 10-13. Scale bar = 5 µm  
 
Different membrane makers show same furrow dynamics 
To exclude the possibility that the furrow dimension dynamics is generated by certain 
membrane maker (Gap43:mCh), I used different membrane markers and quantified their 
furrow dynamics in cycle 13 during early Drosophila embryogenesis (Fig. 16A). Three 
different membrane markers were used: Gap43:mCherry stock was made from the first 
20 amino acids of growth-associated protein 43 (Gap43) which contain a dual pal-
mitoylation signal tightly anchors to the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane (Martin et 
al., 2010); Resille:GFP (Morin et al., 2001) and Spider:GFP (Morin et al., 2001) were 
generated by protein trap using P element carrying GFP insertion to CG8668 (a glycosyl 
transferase gene) and gilgamesh (a plasma membrane-associated kinase), respectively. 
The results indicate the same furrow dynamics from distinct membrane marker, alt-









Figure 16 Same furrow dynamics from different membrane makers. 
(A) Cycle 13 furrow dynamics for different membrane markers and injection controls 






Introduction of a new ingression phase to direct furrow lengthening 
The lengthening of furrows raises the question: what are the important formative 
events that drive changes in furrow dimensions? Between cycles 10 and 11, furrow in-
vagination is driven by a single, initial ingression phase (Ingression I), which is then fol-
lowed by a period of stable furrow lengths and eventual furrow retraction (Fig 15C and 
Fig 17A). Furrow morphologies are also less defined, with broader, more amorphous fur-
row tips during Ingression I of all cycles (0-4 min of Fig 15B). The deepening in furrow 
dimensions between cycle 10 and 11 is driven by a slightly enhanced time of the Ingres-
sion I phase, from 2.5 min to 3.6 min (Fig 17A-C).  
Interestingly, as furrows begin to reach depths 3x (cycle 12) and 5x (cycle 13) greater 
than initial furrow lengths at cycle 10, a different dynamic is initiated. Furrow lengthen-
ing during cycles 12 and 13 becomes dependent on the introduction of a new ingression 
phase (Ingression II) (Fig 15B-C; Fig 17A-B). Ingression II is not apparent in cycles 10 
and 11, but then drives furrow invagination for 2.0 min during cycle 12 and for 6.2 min 
during cycle 13 (Fig 17A-C). By cycle 13, Ingression II encompasses 33% of the total cy-
cle time and contributes 4.3µm of greater furrow length (Fig 17A-C). Intriguingly, when 
Ingression II is introduced at cycle 12, it lacks robustness, with only 58% of embryos 
(n=12 embryos) showing a discrete Ingression II (Fig 17D). However, by cycle 13, In-
gression II is robust with all embryos displaying a second ingression that more than dou-
bles furrow lengths as compared to Ingression I.  
Notably, the maximum and average ingression rates of Ingression I from cycle 10-14 
are largely similar, although the average rate increases by an additional 0.6x at cycle 13 
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(Fig 17D-E). However, the maximum ingression rate of Ingression II increases exponen-
tially during cycles 12-14, thus driving greater furrow depths (Fig 17B). Ingression II 
during cellularization corresponds to fast phase and has a 2.4-fold faster maximum rate 
than cycle 14 ingression I (or slow phase) (Fig 17D).   
During cycles 10 through 12, the duration of the stabilization phase stays at approxi-
mately 3.5 minutes despite the lengthening of the furrow cycles. At cycle 13, stabilization 
increases to 5.1 minutes (Fig 17A-F), however, the duration of stabilization phase re-
mains at ~30% of total cycle time of cycle 13. In contrast, Ingression II doubles its dura-
tion at cycle 13 (Fig 17A-C). In general, the additional cycle time that occurs with each 
cycle is largely distributed to the introduction of an Ingression II, with minor contribu-
tions to longer stabilization (cycle 13) and Ingression I (cycle 11-13). Thus, an integra-
tion of increased duration periods with higher ingression rates directs the lengthening of 
plasma membrane furrows and produces a rapid change in furrow dimensions in less than 





Figure 17 Quantitation of furrow dynamics and ingression rates in WT embryos. 
(A) Phases of furrow dynamics from cycle 10-13 in WT. The duration of each phase as 
well as total cycle times are indicated. The pie chart shows the percentage of duration of 
each phase for the identified cycle. 
(B) Maximal furrow length in WT embryos for cycles 10-13 (n≥4).  
(C) Duration of ingression phase in WT cycles (n≥4). 
(D) Wild type furrow dynamics from cycle 12. Red line shows the furrow dynamics with-
out stabilization phase (n=5 embryos); and black line shows with stabilization phase (n=7 
embryos). 
(E) Maximal WT furrow ingression rate (n≥4). *:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ns: not significant. 
Maximal rates are calculated from a 2 minute rolling window. 
(F) Average WT furrow ingression rate during Ingression I or Ingression II (n≥4). 
*:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ns: not significant.  
(G) Duration of stabilization phase in cycle 10-13 (n≥4). *:p<0.05; ns: not significant. 
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Apical budding and furrow displacements 
Previous work has shown that an actin-dependent apical budding process begins at 
cycle 10 when nuclei assume a subcortical position (Foe and Alberts, 1983; Foe et al., 
2016). Given the biphasic furrow dynamics I observed, next I wanted to know how apical 
budding correlates with Ingression I and Ingression II. I therefore measured apical and 
basal actin displacements (GFP:moeABD) along with furrow ingression (Gap43:mCh 
plasma membrane marker; Fig 18A). Positive apical displacements, which project out-
wards towards the extracellular space, are first observable at telophase of the previous cy-
cle (Fig 18A-B). This is a period when furrows are either not ingressing (cycle 10) or still 
retracting from the previous cycle (cycles 11-13) (Fig 18A-C). Apical budding is also 
most pronounced at cycle 10, and apical displacements become sequentially less with 
successive cycles (Fig 18D). However, budding peaks after ~3 minutes elapsed time, in a 
period when Ingression I rates also begin to peak. Given that Ingression I also operates 
early in each cycle, this suggests a possible link between F-actin networks, the apical 
budding process, and the basal furrow displacements that define Ingression I. To examine 
this further, we measured the basal extent of F-actin and the furrow tip. Similar to the 
previous findings from Blankenship lab, a basal filamentous actin networks extends to 






Figure 18 Connections between apical budding and furrow displacements. 
(A) Wild type apical actin displacement (GFP:moeABD, black curve), basal actin dis-
placement (grey curve), and furrow dynamics (Gap43:mCh, blue curve) from cycle 10-13 
(n=4). Dashed blue curves are supplemented from independent data for the out-of-view 
furrow dynamics. Basal actin displacement curves (grey) end due to actin disbandment at 
anaphase (cycle 10-12) or to actin moving beyond the field of view (cycle 13). 
(B) Apical actin cap dynamics (GFP:moeABD) and cell cycle (His:RFP) during the meta-
phase of cycle 10 to the interphase of cycle 11. Z-layer of actin and nucleus is 1 µm and 5 
µm below the vitelline membrane, respectively. 
(C) Apical actin cap initiation (GFP:moeABD) and furrow dynamics (Gap43:mCh) at the 
end of cycle 11. 
(D) Apical actin displacement during cycle 10-13 (n=4).  
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MBT regulation of furrow dimensions through zygotic gene expression 
The activation of zygotic gene expression occurs in the same temporal period as the 
rapid changes in furrow dimensions. To examine if zygotic guidance of furrow behaviors 
directs furrow morphologies, I injected embryos with α-amanitin, a drug that selectively 
inhibits RNA polymerase II (Lindell et al., 1970; Kedinger et al., 1970). Strikingly, 
blocking zygotic gene expression by treatment with α-amanitin ablates Ingression II (Fig 
19A). Furrow formation across syncytial cycles becomes more uniform, and furrows in-
gress to only 3µm in total. Ingression I, and the initiation of stabilization and retraction 
phases, appear unaffected, although the period of stabilization is increased by the amount 
of time that would normally comprise Ingression II. Broader furrow morphologies char-
acteristic of Ingression I are maintained throughout furrow invagination, and small inter-
ruptions in furrow continuity become apparent at cycle 13 (Fig 19C-D). These data 
demonstrate the unexpected finding that the zygotic genome is actively regulating furrow 
behaviors and plasma membrane morphogenesis prior to cycle 14 and the classic defini-
tions of the MBT. The conservation of the temporal period of Ingression II in α-amanitin 
injected embryos further suggests that furrow dynamics do not drive the initiation of re-
gression, or the termination of stabilization. 
I then genetically perturbed the initiation of zygotic gene expression by examining 
embryos mutant for zelda. Regarded as a master regulator of zygotic genome activation 
(ZGA), zelda is a transcription factor required for the expression of a wide portion of 
early zygotic genes (zelda-dependent genes) (Liang et al., 2008; Harrison et al., 2011; 
Schulz et al., 2015; Blythe and Wieschaus, 2016; Staudt et al., 2006; Harrison et al., 
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2011). Similar to α-amanitin injection, in zelda mutant embryos Ingression II is almost 
entirely lost, although furrows proceed ~1µm deeper than in α-amanitin embryos (Fig 
19B). In addition, furrow depths during stabilization do not remain at a constant level, 
and begin to slightly regress after reaching maximum lengths. Furrow lengths remain 
consistent at 4µm during cycles 12 and 13 (Fig 19E), and Ingression I, Stabilization, and 
Retraction phases are largely unaffected. Furrow morphologies sharpen slightly more in 
zelda mutants than in α-amanitin embryos, but have similar breaks in continuity (Fig 
19C-D). The slight deepening of furrows in zelda mutant embryos as compared to α-ama-
nitin treated embryos suggests a minor contribution of zelda-independent genes to 
changes in furrow dimensions. zelda-independent genes also appear to antagonize factors 
required for the maintenance of furrow lengths during stabilization phase, as α-amanitin 
embryos do not display the slow regression of furrows that begins at the end of Ingres-
sion I in zelda mutant embryos. Alternatively, Zelda mutant embryos possess a slightly 
deeper Ingression I than wild-type embryos, and the observed regression may represent a 
reversion to wild-type depths.   
A possible simple model to explain changes in furrow dimensions is that as nuclear 
cycle times increase, this allows a longer period for furrow ingression to occur, thus driv-
ing the lengthening of furrows with each successive cycle. However, overall cycle times 
in α-amanitin and zelda mutant embryos are either longer or very similar to wild-type cy-
cle times (WT=18.8±0.42 min, α-amanitin=22.2±0.22 min, and zelda=19.0±0.19 min at 
cycle 13; Fig 19F). These data suggest that zygotic transcripts are directly required in the 
regulation of furrow lengthening during the syncytial cycles. These results further define 
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maternal and zygotic contributions to furrow behaviors, with Ingression I reliant on ma-






Figure 19 Zygotic gene activation is required for changes in furrow dimensions. 
(A) Furrow dynamics for α-amanitin injected embryos during cycle 11-13 (cycle 11 and 
12: n=5; cycle 13: n=4).  
(B) zld mutant furrow dynamics from cycle 11-13 (n=5).  
(C) Furrow morphology in WT, α-amanitin injected, and zld mutant embryos at 2 min 
and 10 min in cycle 13. A region just adjacent to the furrow tips is shown. Scale bar = 5 
µm 
(D) Broken furrow phenotype in α-amanitin injected and zld mutant embryos at 6 min 
and 12 min in cycle 13. A region just adjacent to the furrow tips is shown. Scale bar = 5 
µm 
(E) Maximal furrow ingression rates of α-amanitin injected and zld mutant embryos from 
cycle 11-13 (n≥4). *:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
(F) Total cycle time of α-amanitin injected and zld mutant embryos from cycle 11-13 
(n≥4). *:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
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Aneuploid X chromosome embryos reveal zygotic loci that regulate furrow dynam-
ics 
To further investigate the contribution of zygotic chromosomes to the regulation of 
furrow dynamics, I used compound-X lines to examine embryos that are null for the X 
chromosome (Figure 20A-B). Compound-X stocks were crossed with Gap43:mCh, 
His2Av:GFP recombinant chromosomes to create embryos expressing markers for the 
plasma membrane and chromosomes, respectively. Syncytial furrow dynamics were then 
imaged and analyzed (Fig 20C). In embryos lacking X chromosome function, Ingression 
II dynamics are deeply compromised, with only a very slight Ingression II retained during 
cycle 13 (Fig 20C). Furrows ingress to ~4µm during cycles 12 and 13, and maximum in-
gression rates during Ingression II are greatly reduced, while Ingression I rates are unaf-
fected (Fig 20F-G). These results support that zygotic loci direct changes in furrow di-





Figure 20 Regulation of furrow dynamics by X chromosome zygotic loci. 
(A) The major Drosophila chromosomes, with the telocentric X chromosome indicated in 
red. 
(B) Schematic depicting segregation of compound chromosomes generating X aneu-
ploidy. 
(C) Aneuploid X chromosome embryo measurements of intact furrow depths (black 
curve) or deepest extent of fragmented furrows (blue curve) (n=3).  
(D) nullo Df embryo measurements of intact furrow depths (black curve) or deepest ex-
tent of fragmented furrows (blue curve) (n=3).  
(E) Disrupted furrow phenotype in aneuploid X and nullo Df embryos during cycle 13 
and slow phase of cycle 14. A region just adjacent to the furrow tips is shown. Scale bar 
= 5 µm 
(F) Maximal furrow length in WT, aneuploid X and nullo Df during cycles 11-13 (n≥3). 
*:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
(G) Maximal furrow ingression rate of WT, aneuploid X and nullo Df during cycles 11-
13 (n≥3). *:p<0.05; ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
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Furrow morphologies changes in X chromosome deficient embryos 
X chromosome deficient embryos also possess further changes in furrow morpholo-
gies. Compound-X embryos show a “broken furrow” phenotype by cycle 13 that is simi-
lar to what is observed in α-amanitin and zelda embryos (Fig 20E, Fig 21A). Furrow 
lengths are 1-2µm deeper when the extent of these fragmented furrows is measured (blue 
line, Fig 20C, Fig 21B). These broken furrow defects are also reminiscent of those ob-
served in nullo mutant embryos during cellularization (Wieschaus and Sweeton, 1988; 
Simpson and Wieschaus, 1990; Rose and Wieschaus, 1992). I performed immunostaining 
for Nullo protein and found it is present prior to cycle 14 (Postner and Wieschaus, 1994) 
(Fig 21C). As nullo is located on the X chromosome, I examined nullo deficient embryos 
to see if a canonical cellularization and MBT-associated gene is required during earlier 
cycles (Fig 20D). Indeed, nullo mutant embryos display defective furrow morphologies 
prior to cellularization (Fig 20E). Additionally, nullo mutant embryos possessed short-
ened furrows, decreased ingression rates, and defects in Ingression II, demonstrating that 
nullo is likely the predominant locus on the X chromosome regulating changes in furrow 
lengths (Fig 20D-G). However, similar to X chromosome deficient embryos, furrow 
lengths are several microns longer if the deepest extent of fragmented furrows is meas-





Figure 21 Nullo staining, Aneuploid X and nullo Df furrow morphology, and ingres-
sion rate. 
(A) Aneuploid X and nullo Df furrow morphology in cycle 13, and z planes at -1 µm, -3 
µm, -4 µm, -5 µm, -6 µm, -7 µm, and -8 µm. Scale bar = 5 µm 
(B) Wild type, intact and deepest Aneuploid X and nullo Df furrow length for cycle 12 
and 13 (WT: n=7, Aneuploid X and nullo Df: n=3).  
(C) Nullo protein localization in wild-type and nullo Df embryos in cycles 12-14. Anti-
Nullo (green channel), F-actin (Palladian, red channel), and merged channel. Scale bar = 
5 µm 
(D) Wild type, intact and deepest Aneuploid X and nullo Df maximal furrow ingression 
rate in cycle 12 and 13 (WT: n=7, Aneuploid X and nullo Df: n=3). 
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Autosomal contributions to furrow regulation 
Given that disrupting X chromosomal function led to the identification of zygotic fac-
tors required for furrow stability and lengthening, I then examined the contributions of 
chromosomes II and III, the major autosomal chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster. 
I imaged embryos from compound II and compound III stocks that generate aneuploidy 
for either the left or right arms of chromosomes II and III (2L-, 2R-, 3L-, and 3R-; Fig 22). 
This analysis revealed that a major locus required for furrow lengthening is apparent on 
the left arm of chromosome II, while 2R- embryos possessed largely wild-type furrow dy-
namics (Fig 22C-D, G). Ingression II rates are deeply reduced in 2L- embryos, but not 
significantly changed in 2R- (Fig 22I). Interestingly, aneuploidy for either 3L or 3R drove 
a slight deepening of furrows in each of these genetic backgrounds. Indeed, average and 
maximal Ingression II rates were increased during cycle 13, suggesting that factors that 
antagonize furrow invagination are present on chromosome III (Fig 22E-I). Autosomal 
aneuploidies had minor effects on Ingression I rates, although 2L- embryos had an ~50% 
reduction in average Ingression I rates (Fig 22H). These results demonstrate that zygotic 
loci on the X and autosomal chromosomes drive changes in furrow dimensions and func-





Figure 22 Autosomal contributions to furrow regulation. 
(A) The major Drosophila chromosomes, with the metacentric autosomes indicated in 
red. 
(B) Schematic depicting segregation of compound chromosomes generating 2L, 2R, 3L 
or 3R aneuploidy. 
(C) Aneuploid 2L furrow dynamics (n=3). 
(D) Aneuploid 2R furrow dynamics (n=4). 
(E) Aneuploid 3L furrow dynamics (n=3). 
(F) Aneuploid 3R furrow dynamics (n≥3). 
(G) Maximal furrow length of WT, aneuploid 2L, 2R, 3L and 3R during cycles 11-13 
(n≥3). *:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
(H) Average furrow ingression I rates of WT, aneuploid 2L, and 2R embryos during cy-
cles 11-13 (n≥3). *:p<0.05; ns: not significant. 
(I) Average and maximal Ingression II rates of WT, aneuploid 2L and 2R embryos during 
cycles 11-13 (n≥3). *:p<0.05; ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
(J) Average and maximal Ingression II rates of WT, aneuploid 3L and 3R embryos during 
cycles 11-13 (n≥3). *:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
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Correspondence of furrow dynamics to the cell cycle 
To examine the relationship between furrow dynamics and the cell cycle, I analyzed 
the correspondence between chromosomal behaviors and Ingression I, Stabilization, In-
gression II, and Retraction. By tracking changes in Histone:GFP-marked chromosomes 
(Fig 23A), we were able to define interphase periods, as well as the relative timings of 
prophase, metaphase, and anaphase. I find that Ingression I initiates at the beginning of a 
new cell cycle, even as furrows have not fully retracted back to the apical surface (Fig 
15B-C; Fig 23B). Ingression I proceeds for the next 3-4 min, before Stabilization initiates 
as embryos enter into prophase and the first signs of chromatin condensation are visible 
(Fig 23A-B). Stabilization initially corresponds to the periods when prophase and meta-
phase occur. However, with the initiation of Ingression II in cycles 12 and 13, the corre-
spondence between the end of stabilization and the cell cycle begins to erode (Fig 23B). 
Consistent with this, Ingression II begins near the start of metaphase in cycle 12, but then 
initiates during prophase of cycle 13. Ingression II terminates at anaphase in both cycles 
12 and 13, followed by furrow retraction. This correspondence of furrow retraction with 
anaphase occurs throughout the syncytial cycles.  
I also analyzed how cell cycle dynamics changed in various compromised back-
grounds. As described above, α-amanitin injection lengthens overall cell cycle times, alt-
hough this does not lead to longer furrow lengths. It is interesting to note that much of the 
increase in cell cycle time goes into an elongation of the time of metaphase (Fig 23C). 
However, despite this elongation of metaphase, Ingression II is still absent. Similarly, 
zelda mutant embryos have a shortened interphase, but possess a deeper Ingression I (Fig 
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23D). These data demonstrate that, while there is a partial correspondence between fur-
row behaviors and markers of cell cycle progression, the phases of the cell cycle are not 






Figure 23 The relation of cell cycle and furrow dynamics. 
(A) Chromosomal morphologies indicate cell cycle status (Histone:GFP) at 0 min (inter-
phase), 4 min (prophase), 8 min (metaphase), 10 min (anaphase), 12 mi (telophase), and 
13 min (start of new cell cycle). Example nucleus from cycle 12, but similar morpholo-
gies are present during cycles 10-13. Arrowhead indicates the bright puncta in nuclei dur-
ing prophase. Scale bar = 5 µm. 
(B) Phases of WT furrow dynamics and their correlation to cell cycles during cycles 10-
13 (n≥4). 
(C) Cycle 13 metaphase duration in WT, α-amanitin injected, and zld mutant embryos 
(n≥4). ***: p<0.0005; ns: not significant. 
(D) Cycle 13 interphase duration in WT, α-amanitin injected, and zld mutant embryos 




Checkpoint function is required for Stabilization and full expression of Ingression II 
While lengthening cell cycle times does not lead to the deepening of furrow dimen-
sions in the absence of zygotic transcription, I examined if checkpoint function is re-
quired to permit the expression of zygotic gene products and subsequent furrow regula-
tion. Mei41 functions as a checkpoint protein that, when mutated, leads to shortened cell 
cycle times and an eventual catastrophic defect in genomic stability at cycle 14 (Blythe 
and Wieschaus, 2015; Baker and Carpenter, 1972; Boyd et al., 1976; Banga et al., 1986; 
Banga et al., 1995). In maternally mutant mei41 embryos, the overall cycle times display 
no significant difference prior to cycle 12 (Fig 24A-C). However, at cycle 12 checkpoint 
function is required to initiate a wild-type cycle time (Fig 24A-D). Interestingly, mei41 
checkpoint function is also essential for the full ingression of syncytial furrows and for 
triggering the Stabilization phase (Fig 24C-E). In the absence of checkpoint function, Sta-
bilization becomes unstable at cycle 12, and by cycle 13 is deeply compromised (Fig 
24E). During cycle 13, furrow depth begins to plateau after Ingression I, but then ingres-
sion rates accelerate again and a smooth transition to a short Ingression II occurs (Fig 
24A). Furrow tip morphologies successfully transition from broader Ingression I furrows 
to the sharper, more defined morphologies characteristic of Ingression II (Figure 24F). 
However, furrow depths reach only 5µm, and do not reach wild-type depths (Figure 
24G). Maximum furrow depths are also reached earlier in the cell cycle (at 8.9 minutes in 
mei41 mutants versus 13.7 minutes in wild-type cycle 13 embryos), and then appear inca-





Figure 24 Requirement of checkpoint function for furrow dynamics. 
(A) mei41 mutant furrow dynamics (cycle 11: n=3; cycle 12 and 13: n=4). 
(B) Furrow traces from individual mei-41 mutant embryos demonstrate variable Stabili-
zation timing and period, but possess reduced, separable Ingression I and Ingression II 
phases. 
(C) Total cycle time of WT and mei41 mutant embryos during cycles 11-13 (n≥3). 
*:p<0.05; ns: not significant. 
(D) Correspondence of furrow phases and the cell cycle in WT, α-amanitin injected, zld, 
and mei41 mutant embryos during cycle 13 (n≥3). 
(E) Duration of stabilization phase of WT and mei41 mutant embryos during cycles 11-
13 (n≥3). ***: p<0.0005. 
(F) Furrow morphology in WT and mei41 mutant embryos, at 2 min and 10 min in cycle 
13. A region just adjacent to the furrow tips is shown. Scale bar = 5 µm  
(G) Maximal furrow ingression rate of WT and mei41 mutant embryos during cycles 11-




Furrow dynamics in mei41 and zelda double mutant 
As mei41, zelda double mutant embryos have been reported to suppress mitotic catas-
trophe in the early embryo (Blythe and Wieschaus, 2015), I also examined embryos with 
compromised mei41 and zelda function to see if there is a similar rescue of furrow ingres-
sion. However, furrow ingression depths and rates are still deeply compromised in mei41, 
zelda defective embryos (Fig 25A-C). These results suggest that cell cycle checkpoint 
function is necessary to permit the full function of zygotic gene products in directing 
changes in furrow dimensions, and further reveal that checkpoint function is necessary 





Figure 25 Furrow dynamics in mei41 and zelda double mutant. 
(A) Furrow dynamics for zld RNAi (black curve) and zld RNAi + mei41 mutation (blue 
curve) in Spider:GFP, HisRFP background (n=4). 
(B) Maximal furrow length in zld RNAi and zld RNAi + mei41 mutation during cycle 11-
13 (n=4). *: p<0.05; ns: not significant.  
(C) Maximal furrow ingression rate of zld RNAi and zld RNAi + mei41 mutation during 





Maternal transcript clearance is a minor contributor to furrow regulation 
In addition to testing the function of zygotic genome activation in the MBT-driven 
regulation of furrow behaviors, I also characterized the contribution of the other major 
contributor to the MBT – the decay of maternal gene products. Smaug (smg) is an essen-
tial factor for maternal mRNA destabilization (Tadros et al., 2007; Benoit et al., 2009). 
While additional transcript clearance pathways exist (for example, BRAT and pumilio de-
pendent pathways), smg appears to have the earliest function in maternal clearance 
(Tadros et al., 2007; Semotok et al., 2005). I therefore used smg mutant alleles to exam-
ine the effects of maternal gene decay on furrow dynamics. smg mutant embryos do not 
show gross disruptions of furrow behaviors of the kind observed in a-amanitin, zelda, 
compound-X, or mei41 compromised embryos. smg embryos have similar furrow behav-
iors and display dynamics comparable to wild-type embryos (Fig 26A-B). However, fur-
rows are ~1µm deeper in each cycle than in wild-type. This smg-dependent effect on fur-
row lengths does not change dynamically during the syncytial cycles. Thus, smg-
dependent maternal gene decay has a small effect on furrow depths and appears to be a 
minor contributor to furrow behaviors in the early embryo. These results are also con-
sistent with previous studies that show that the major portion of Smg-induced maternal 
mRNA destabilization occurs at cycle 14 (De Renzis et al., 2007; Tadros et al., 2007; 







Figure 26 Maternal gene decay is a minor contributor to furrow dynamics. 
(A) smg mutant furrow dynamics (cycle 11: n=3; cycle 12 and 13: n=5).  
(B) Furrow morphology in WT and smg mutant embryos at 2 min and 10 min. A region 





Furrow lengthening is essential to genomic stability and chromosomal segregation 
The deepening of furrows occurs in a stepwise fashion with each round of nuclear di-
vision, and raises the question of what are the functional consequences of furrow length-
ening. In each round of nuclear divisions, the number of nuclei located in a common sub-
cortical plane will double. Indeed, nuclear densities increase from 2.3 nuclei/1000µm2 at 
cycle 10 to 15.4 nuclei/1000µm2 at cycle 13 (Fig 27A), and 29.8 nuclei/1000µm2 at cycle 
14. This crowding together of nuclei suggests that a greater separation between nuclei 
may be necessary to maintain genomic stability. Previous work has demonstrated that, in 
the absence of furrow formation, the separation of nuclei fails and polyploidy occurs 
through the fusion of chromosomal complements during mitosis (Foe and Alberts, 1983; 
Sullivan et al., 1993; Holly et al., 2015). However, whether furrow lengthening is essen-
tial to the maintenance of genomic stability has not been addressed. We therefore exam-
ined a-amanitin and zelda mutant embryos in which furrow lengths remain relatively 
constant and Ingression II does not occur. Indeed, in these backgrounds, the importance 
of increasing furrow dimensions is apparent. By the end of cycle 13, genomic stability 
has become deeply compromised, with 47.1% (a-amanitin) and 16.2% (zelda) of nuclei 
becoming polyploid through fusion events and/or failures in chromosomal segregation 
(Fig 27B-F). By following individual mitotic figures, it became clear that mitotic defects 
arise through either a failure to separate adjacent mitoses or through a collapse of individ-
ual mitotic figures (Fig 27D). Similar defects are also seen in compound II mutant em-
bryos in which furrow lengths are decreased, and an inverse relationship between furrow 
length and chromosomal missegregation is apparent (Fig 27G-H). It is interesting to note, 
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however, that embryos with compromised X chromosome function display a low level of 
genomic instability (compound X= 7.6%, nullo Df= 4.5% at cycle 13, Fig 27G-H), con-
sistent with previous reports (Wieschaus and Sweeton, 1988; Simpson and Wieschaus, 
1990). This suggests that the partial furrows that can extend, with breaks in their continu-
ity, to ~7µm are sufficient to provide the separation functions that ensure appropriate mi-
totic divisions (Fig 27H, 21A). These results demonstrate the essential requirement for 
MBT-regulated changes in furrow dimensions in the maintenance of normal chromoso-











(A) Interphase nuclear densities during cycles 10-13 (n=4).  
(B) Mitotic defects in α-amanitin injected and zld mutant embryos. Chromosomes are la-
beled with Histone:GFP. Red, dotted lines highlight individual mitotic figures that fail to 
properly segregate chromosomes resulting in polyploid nuclei, and asterisks indicate mis-
segregating chromosomal complements. 
(C) Nuclear envelope staining in WT and zld mutant in cycle 13. Anti-Lamin (green 
channel), DAPI (blue channel), and merged channel are shown. Scale bar = 5 µm 
(D) Adjacent nuclear fusion (upper panels) and mitotic nuclear fusion (bottom panels) 
phenotypes in α-amanitin injected embryo during cycle 13. Prophase, metaphase, ana-
phase, telophase and interphase in the next cycle are shown. Arrowheads indicate mis-
segregated chromatins. Scale bar = 5 µm 
(E) Percent of nuclei that experience mitotic defects in WT, α-amanitin injected, and zld 
mutant embryos. 
(F) Percent of adjacent nuclear fusion (black bar) and mitotic nuclear fusion (grey bar) in 
α-amanitin injected and zld embryos (n=3) in cycle 13. 
(G) Furrow length and mitotic defects are inversely correlated. The percentage of mitotic 
defects at cycle 13 in α-amanitin injected, zld, Aneuploid 2L, Aneuploid X, nullo, Aneu-
ploid 2R, and WT embryos is presented, as well as deepest furrow lengths during meta-
phase in cycle 13. 71 
(H) Intact furrow length and mitotic defects. The percentage of mitotic defects at cycle 13 
in α-amanitin injected, zld, Aneuploid X, nullo, and WT embryos is plotted, as well as 
the intact furrow lengths during metaphase in cycle 13. 










Chapter 6: Discussion 
The ability to form a plasma membrane furrow is essential to most cellular and tissue-
level developmental processes, and plasma membrane furrow formation is fundamental 
to successful cytokinesis. Here, I have shown that furrow lengthening occurs through a 
biphasic process. The initiation of syncytial furrow formation at cycle 10 occurs through 
a primary ingression phase that smoothly transitions into a stable period, before furrows 
retract back to the apical surface. However, as development proceeds, furrow depths will 
gradually lengthen, finally extending more than 18-fold deeper during cellularization of 
cycle 14 as compared to initial furrows at cycle 10. This change in furrow dimensions is 
driven by the coordination of several factors (Fig 27I). Cell cycle times increase with 
each round of division, which permits modest increases in ingression periods for Ingres-
sion I. However, the major change in furrow dimensions is the result of the introduction 
of a second ingression phase, Ingression II. Ingression II is capable of higher maximum 
rates, proceeding as much as 4x faster than Ingression I. This higher ingression rate, com-
bined with an extended cycle time, permits the formation of deep furrows required for ge-
nomic stability and the anchoring and segregation of mitotic spindles in later cycles. 
These results further show that furrow lengthening is not driven solely by the prolonged 




Developmental control of plasma membrane furrow invagination 
Changes in furrow dimensions occur during the same period as activation of the zy-
gotic genome and the degradation of maternally-deposited gene products. Blocking zy-
gotic transcription through a-amanitin injection leads to a loss of furrow deepening, and 
the disruption of Ingression II. However, Ingression I still occurs in a largely wild-type 
fashion in a-amanitin treated embryos. This suggests that Ingression I is primarily driven 
by maternal protein products, while Ingression II is directed by factors derived from the 
zygotic genome. Activation of the zygotic genome has been shown to occur in a stepwise 
fashion, through the regulation of chromatin states and the accessibility of enhancer and 
promoter elements (Blythe and Wieschaus, 2016). The earliest zygotic pool of coordi-
nately regulated genes is activated through the functioning of the Zelda transcription fac-
tor (Liang et al., 2008; Nien et al., 2011; Schulz et al., 2015; Blythe and Wieschuas, 
2016). Disruption of zelda function led to furrow phenotypes that were similar to a-ama-
nitin injection. Furrows extended slightly deeper in zelda mutant embryos, suggesting a 
minor contribution to Ingression II from zelda-independent genes. It was also interesting 
that as furrows reached a maximum depth in cycles 12 and 13, they immediately began a 
slow regression, suggesting that zygotic gene products are required for furrow mainte-
nance. One future direction will be to explore the nature of this furrow maintenance. By 
contrast, the turnover of maternal products did not appear to play a major role in driving 
changes in furrow dimensions. Smg mutant embryos showed largely wild-type dynamics, 
although furrows extended slightly deeper with each cycle. This potentially suggests that 
the clearance of maternal products mildly restrains furrow lengthening during the 
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syncytial cycles. However, it may be that additional degradation pathways exist in the 
early cycles that, when disrupted, will demonstrate deeper effects on furrow morpholo-
gies.  
Aneuploid chromosomal approaches identify zygotic contributions 
The use of compound chromosomal stocks permits the rapid identification of ge-
nomic contributions to early developmental processes (Wieschaus and Sweeton, 1988; 
Merrill et al., 1988; Müller and Wieschaus, 1996). Compound chromosomal stocks also 
have the advantage of not possessing maternal heterozygosities, as is the case for most 
smaller deficiencies and alleles. This permits the examination of purely zygotic contribu-
tions to early furrowing events. Utilizing this approach, we observed that major loci on 
the X and 2L chromosomes controlled furrow ingression dynamics. Minor contributions 
from 3L and 3R were also observed. It should be noted that autosomal compound stocks 
generate aneuploidies for given chromosomal arms, but that these embryos are also tetra-
ploid for the opposing chromosomal arm (see genetic schema in Fig 22B), raising the for-
mal possibility that furrow phenotypes could be driven by extra copies of zygotic gene 
products. However, the broken furrow phenotype from compound X embryos suggested 
that a loss of nullo function, which is located on the X chromosome, could contribute to 
furrow ingression prior to cycle 14. Indeed, a small deficiency uncovering the nullo gene 
reproduced much of the aneuploid X phenotypes and lacked Ingression II.  This is intri-
guing, as nullo has been a classic example of a cycle 14 MBT gene, and further suggested 
a potential homology between the early syncytial furrows of cycles 10-13 and cellulariza-
tion at cycle 14. However, it is interesting to note that previous work has suggested that 
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ingression rates in nullo mutant embryos during cellularization are close to wild-type lev-
els (Postner and Wieschaus, 1994; Sokac and Wieschaus, 2008). Similarly, if the deepest 
extent of broken furrows is tracked in my data, there is only a 1-2µm difference between 
nullo mutant and wild-type embryos.  
The nature of the MBT and morphogenesis 
The transition between maternally-driven morphogenesis to the guidance of the em-
bryo’s own genome is an event that must occur in almost all higher organisms (Kane and 
Kimmel, 1993; Masui and Wang, 1998; Wieschaus, 2016). In Drosophila, the MBT has 
classically been considered to occur at cycle 14. This has also corresponded with one of 
the major morphogenetic events in the early embryo, the formation of a monolayered epi-
thelial sheet through the process of cellularization. Here, we have shown that many, alt-
hough not all, of the furrowing dynamics required for cellularization are established dur-
ing the earlier syncytial divisions. It is interesting to note that several recent studies on 
the initiation of zygotic transcription have also indicated a broader temporal start to these 
events (John et al., 2006; De Renzis et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013; Blythe and 
Wieschaus, 2015). Indeed, a few examples of zygotically driven morphogenesis prior to 
cycle 14 have been previously reported and suggest developmental roles for early gene 
transcription. Different domains of anterior nuclear densities pre-pattern cellularization 
and are generated during cycles 10-14 (Blankenship and Wieschaus). Additionally, en-
grailed-dependent positioning of the pole cells occurs at cycle 10 in response to an early-
driven transcript (Ali-Murthy et al., 2013; Karr et al., 1985). These results are 
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inconsistent with a sharp cycle 14 midblastula transition, and instead suggest a gradual 
transition to zygotically-driven development and morphogenesis.  
A permissive, rather than instructive, role for the cell cycle in early furrow dynam-
ics 
Many higher organisms, including Drosophila, start development with abbreviated 
cell cycles that rapidly alternate between S and M phases (O’Farrell et al., 2004; Tadros 
and Lipshitz, 2009; Lasko, 2013). As these early cell cycles proceed, the duration of cell 
cycles slowly extends until embryos reach the MBT. Recent work in Drosophila has 
shown that cell cycle checkpoints become engaged as transcription from the embryo’s 
own genome begins, and that checkpoint function is required for the full production of 
transcript products during cycle 12-14 (Blythe and Wieschaus, 2015). My work has 
demonstrated that these zygotic products are essential to the lengthening of furrow di-
mensions. I also have shown that Mei41 checkpoint function is needed for wild-type fur-
row production. It is interesting to note, however, that although furrow lengths are re-
duced in mei41 mutant embryos, Ingression I, Stabilization, and Ingression II periods still 
occur at cycle 13. Ingression II, Stabilization, and overall cell cycle times are greatly re-
duced, though. This data would be consistent with two possible interpretations of Mei41 
checkpoint function: 1) a direct model, in which shorter cell cycle times limit the periods 
that allow furrow ingression, or 2) an indirect model, in which the failure of checkpoint 
function disrupts the amount of zygotic transcription that can occur. As furrows in mei41 
mutants plateau several minutes before anaphase and the usual termination of Ingression 
II, we favor the second model in which products essential to furrow ingression are not 
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made at high enough levels to support a continued furrow ingression during metaphase of 
cycle 13. This would also be consistent with data from a-amanitin treated embryos in 
which the cell cycle is longer than in wild-type embryos, but furrow lengths are short-
ened. Additionally, although furrow processes often have a general correspondence to 
phases of the cell cycle, in various mutant and small molecule-treated backgrounds these 
associations break down. These results suggest that cell cycle elements that regulate in-
terphase and mitotic periods have a permissive, rather than strictly deterministic, effect 
on furrow dynamics. 
Early furrow function and genomic stability 
Furrows progress from 1.5µm at cycle 10 to 8µm at cycle 13 and 28µm at cycle 14. 
This deepening of furrows is associated with an increase in nuclei number, and suggests a 
functional role for furrows in maintaining proper chromosomal segregation. Indeed, 
throughout the early cell cycles there is an inverse relationship between furrow length 
and mitotic defects. This mirrors data for furrow-less embryos, in which chromosomal 
segregation defects are apparent from cycle 11 through cycle 13, although cycle 10 em-
bryos are relatively free of mitotic defects (Holly et al., 2015). At cycle 13, when mitotic 
nuclei are most densely packed, there appears to be a critical threshold in furrow length at 
~4µm for genomic stability. If furrow lengths are shorter than 4µm, a near majority of 
nuclei will experience mitotic defects. However, even a relatively small, 2µm reduction 
in furrow lengths at cycle 13 will produce a low level of polyploid nuclei (5%).  
Live imaging of chromosomal dynamics also permitted the tracking of individual mi-
toses, and demonstrated that defects in segregation occur through two possible events: 1) 
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the fusion of adjacent chromosomal complements, usually after the successful completion 
of anaphase, or 2) the collapse of individual mitotic figures (Holly et al., 2015) (Fig. 27B-
D). The fusion of adjacent chromosomes appears to be a direct consequence of defects in 
furrow ingression, as chromosomal complements are not separated during the latter 
stages of mitoses and become packaged into common, polyploid nuclei. In zelda mutant 
embryos, ~95% of segregation defects are through adjacent chromosomal fusions. How-
ever, the mitotic collapse phenotype could be the result of either a lack of furrows to 
properly anchor and attach the mitotic spindle, or could be a result of cell cycle defects 
that cause tangled chromosomal complements that inhibit separation. Previous work on 
furrow-less embryos generated by defects in membrane trafficking has shown that both 
the adjacent fusion and mitotic collapse phenotypes occur in embryos that still possess 
otherwise wild-type cell cycle times and behaviors (Holly et al., 2015). This does not rule 
out a role for cell cycle dysregulation in driving chromosomal segregation defects, alt-
hough as segregation defects are observed in a variety of different backgrounds and path-
ways that compromise furrow behaviors (defects in membrane trafficking, zygotic tran-
scription, aneuploid chromosomes, and cell cycle checkpoints) this seems less likely. It is 
interesting to note that genomic instabilities such as these are common in many forms of 
human cancers (Ganem et al., 2007). It also appears that many cancers have early initiat-
ing events that can result from failures in cytokinetic furrows (Fujiwara et al., 2005; Zack 
et al., 2013). As complex tissues contain cells in a variety of different shapes and sizes, it 
will be intriguing to explore if early oncogenic events may be due to failures in maintain-






Chapter 7: Materials and Methods 
Materials 
Fly stocks used in this study 
Table 1 Fly stocks generated in this study 
Construct Vector Chromosome 
CRISPR Arp3:GFP Endogeous III 
CRISPR GFP:Cortactin Endogeous III 
CRISPR GFP:DPod1 Endogeous X 
UAS:GFP:Cortactin pUAST X, II, III 
UAS:Cortactin:GFP pUAST,pUASp X, II, III 
UAS:mCherry:Cortactin pUASp II, III 
UAS:DPod1:GFP pUAST X, II, III 
UAS:Coronin:GFP pUAST II, III 
UAS:GFP:Carmil FL pUAST X, II, III 
UAS:Carmil FL:GFP pUAST X, II, III 
UAS:Scar:GFP pUASp II, III 
UAS:mito:mCherry:Cortactin pUASp II, III 
UAS:mito:mCherry:Coronin pUASp X, II, III 
UAS:mito:mCherry:DPod1 pUASp II, III 





Table 2 Fly stocks used in this study 
Stocks Source Identifier 
General stocks 
  
P[mat-tub-Gal4] mat67 D. St Johnston 
 
P[mat-tub-Gal4) mat15 D. St Johnston 
 
UAS:mCherry:MoesinABD T. Millard 
 
Sqh-GFP:MoesinABD D. Kiehart (UNC)  
Histone:RFP BDSC BDSC 23650 III; BDSC 
23651 II  
UAS:GFP:Act88F BDSC BDSC #9253 
Wasp:sGFP VDRC VDRC #318474 
Wash:GFP BDSC BDSC #81644 
YFP:mito BDSC BDSC #7194 
UAS:mCh:mitoOMM BDSC BDSC #66532, 66533 




   
shRNA (Valium) lines 
  
ArpC4 shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #41888 
Dia shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #35479 
DPod1 shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #41705 
Coronin shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #40841 
Cortactin shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #44425 
Carmil shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #41686 
Scar shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #51803 
Wasp shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #51802 
Wash shRNA DRSC/TRiP BDSC #62866 
Gap43:mCherry A. Martin (MIT)  
ovoD1-18   
neoFRT19A/C(1)DX/Y; 
hs-Flp 
N. Rolwinski, (Yale NUS 
College) 
 
Resille:GFP   
Spider:GFP   
His2Av:GFP   
His2Av:RFP   
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Df(1)Sxl-bt(nullo Df)/FM7  Simpson and Wieschaus, 
1990 
smg1/TM3  Dahanukar et al., 1999 
Df(3L)ScfR6/TM3  Dahanukar et al., 1999 
zld294 {neoFRT19A} Wieschaus (Princeton) Liang et al., 2008 
mei41D3 Wieschaus (Princeton) Banga et al., 1986; Banga et 
al., 1995 
mei4129D Wieschaus (Princeton) Banga et al., 1986; Banga et 
al., 1995 
C(1)DX Wieschaus (Princeton)  
C(2)v Wieschaus (Princeton)  






Reagents used in this study 
Table 3 Reagents 
Reagent Source Identifier 
Antibodies and dyes 
  
Rabbit anti-GFP Invitrogen A11122 
Mouse anti-dsRed Clontech 632393 
Mouse anti-Lamin DSHB ADL195 
Mouse anti-Nullo DSHB Nullo 5C3-12 
Alexa Fluor Goat anti 
rabbit 488 
Invitrogen A11034 
Alexa Fluor Goat anti 
mouse 568 
Invitrogen A11031 
Alexa 568-Phalloidin Invitrogen Cat# A12380 
Alexa 647-Phalloidin Invitrogen Cat# A22287 
 
  
Chemicals and kits   
Halocarbon oil 27  Cat# H8773 






ProLong Gold Invitrogen Cat# P36931 
Jasplakinolide Santa Cruz Bio-
tech 
Cat# sc-202191 
Latrunculin B Sigma Cat# L5288 




QIAShredder QIAGEN Cat# 79654 
Quick-RNA Micro-
Prep 
Zymo Research Cat# R1050 
QuantiTech Reverse 
Transcription Kit 
QIAGEN Cat# 205310 
QuantiTech SYBR 
Green RT-PCR 
QIAGEN Cat# 204141 
Q5 site-directed muta-
genesis 
NEB  Cat# E0554S 
EZNA insect DNA kit Omega bio-tek Cat# D0926-01 
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Mega script T7 Tran-
scription kit 
Ambion Cat# AMB1333 
   
   
Software   
iQ5 Bio-Rad bio-rad.com 
FIJI/ImageJ (Schneider et al., 
2012) 
Fiji.sc 
Micromanager 1.4 (Edelstein et al., 
2014) 
micro-manager.org 
OriginPro OriginLab originlab.com 
Photoshop Adobe adobe.com 




Coronin peptide for 
antibody 
GenScript CLPAKKAGNILNKPR 
TOM70-HA S. Munro lab 
 
   
qPCR primers   
Sqh(MRLC) QuantiTect Cat# QT00499065 
Rh3 QuantiTect Cat# QT00978481 
DPod1 set1 QuantiTect Cat# QT00499464 
DPod1 set2 Eurofins 5'-TCCTCACCAAGAACCACTGC  
Eurofins 5'-GTGGGTGGGAACAGATCGTC 
Coronin set1 QuantiTect Cat# QT00940737 
Coronin set2 Eurofins 5'-ACAGGCTTCAACCGTAGCTC  
Eurofins 5'-GAACATTACGCCGTTGGACG 
Cortactin set1 QuantiTect Cat# QT00979020 
Cortactin set2 Eurofins 5'-TTCGGAGTGCAAGAGGATCG  
Eurofins 5'-GCACTCCAAATTTGCCTCCG 
Arp14D QuantiTect Cat# QT00923419 
ArpC1(sop2) QuantiTect Cat# QT00936222 
Dia set1 QuantiTect Cat# QT00939477 
Dia set2 Eurofins 5'-CAAATCGAAGGAGGAGCGACA  
Eurofins 5'-CCCATTCTGCAGGTATTCCAC 
Wasp set1 QuantiTect Cat# QT00984641 
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Wasp set2 Eurofins 5-ATGGCATGGAGGTGGTCAAG  
Eurofins 5-TTACGCGTCTCTATGGTGGC 
Scar set1 QuantiTect Cat# QT00934584 
Scar set2 Eurofins 5'-ACGATCCATAGAACCCGTGC  
Eurofins 5'-GGCGAATGATGTTCGTCAGC 
Carmil set1 Eurofins 5'-CCACTGGTGGGTCGTAAGTC  
Eurofins 5'-GGCATAGACGTCTCCTCAGC 
Carmil set2 Eurofins 5'-GCTGAGGAGACGTCTATGCC  
Eurofins 5'-ATAACACTACCCTCGCCTGC 
Wash Eurofins 5'-GCGTAGGAAGAGTGTGGGAC  
Eurofins 5'-GTGATGGAATTGCGCTCGTC 









































DPod1 mutated PAM 



























Fly stock and genetics: 
All stocks were maintained at 25°C. Genotypes used in this study are listed in Table 
S1 and Table S2.  
To generate endogenous GFP reporter constructs, the CRISPR/Cas9 system was used 
to knock-in an N-terminal (downstream of ATG site) or C-terminal (upstream of stop co-
don) GFP tag through the use of a donor construct with 1kb or 1.5kb homologous se-
quences flanking GFP. The homology donors were constructed in pBluescript SK(-). The 
upstream and downstream guide RNAs were designed in flyCRIPSR 
(https://flycrispr.org/) and inserted into pU6-BbsI-chiRNA. Genomic PAM sites were 
pre-verified by DNA sequencing to avoid single nucleotide polymorphisms present in 
different Drosophila lines. Donor constructs (500ng/µL) and guide RNA constructs 
(100ng/µL) were mixed and injected into nos-Cas9 expressing embryos (BestGene). Po-
tential insertions were balanced, and flies were screened by genomic PCR (Platinum Taq 
DNA polymerase, Invitrogen) after genome extraction from larva or adults (E.Z.N.A in-
sect DNA kit, Omega Biotek).  
zelda germline clones were generated by crossing zld294 FRT19A females to ovoD, 
FRT19A males. Larvae were heat shocked three times for 2 hours over the course of 5 
days to induce recombination events.  
To generate UAS GFP-tagged fly stocks, N-terminal or C-terminal eGFP was inserted 
into pUASp or pUASt along with the coding sequence for a given gene. Mito-tagged con-
structs were made by inserting Tom70-HA (generous gift of S. Munro lab) at the N-
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terminus of mCh:Arp2/3 regulators in pUASp. The constructs were injected into embryos 
(BestGene) for transgene recovery and balanced. UAS constructs were crossed to P[mat-
tub-Gal4] mat67; P[mat-tub-Gal4] mat15 (mat 67; 15) maternal drivers for Gal4-driven 
expression. To knockdown gene function, shRNA lines were also crossed to mat-tub-
Gal4 lines and females were recovered from either mat-67-Gal4; mat-15-Gal4 double 
Gal4 lines for high shRNA expression or to individual mat-67-Gal4 or mat-15-Gal4 for 
moderate shRNA expression. 
To image furrow dynamics in aneuploid backgrounds, Compound X females were 
crossed to males carrying both membrane and histone markers. To create a Compound II 
stock carrying both membrane and histone markers, we took advantage of the fact that 
autosomal, double balancer stocks (CyO; TM3) have a low rate of missegregation defects 
that generate aneuploid gametes. Sp/CyO; His2Av:RFP, Spider:GFP/TM3 females were 
crossed to Compound II C(2)v males. Rare F1 males (C(2)v; His2Av:RFP, Spi-
der:GFP/+) were backcrossed to compound stocks and embryos from the F2 progeny 
were used for imaging. Aneuploid X, 2L or 2R embryos were determined by scoring for 
phenotypes caused by deficiency of nullo, halo, or twist/eve/Kr, respectively. For com-
pound III analysis, furrow dynamics were followed by extracellular dextran488 injection. 
Aneuploid 3L and 3R embryos were determined by fuzzy-cellularization, and Serendip-






Microscopy and time-lapse imaging: 
Spinning-disk confocal microscopy was performed on a Zeiss/Solamere Technologies 
Group spinning-disk with a 63X 1.4NA objective lens (image stacks were acquired every 
5s and were composed of 15 z-layers with 0.3µm z-steps), or Olympus Fluoview FV3000 
confocal laser scanning microscope with 40X or 60X 1.35NA objective lens (images ac-
quired every 5s at 12 ms/pixel exposure settings). Embryos were collected on yeasted ap-
ple juice agarose plates. After dechorionation in 50% bleach, embryos were transferred to 
an air-permeable membrane and mounted in Halocarbon 27 oil (Sigma). A coverslip was 
placed on embryos for live-imaging. For FRAP experiments, Olympus Fluoview FV3000 
confocal laser scanning microscope with 40X or 60X 1.35NA objective lens was used. 
Images were acquired every 1s at 2 ms/pixel exposure settings.  
Embryo fixation, antibodies, immunostaining and imaging 
Dechorionated embryos were fixed at the interface of heptane and either 18.5% para-
formaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) (Postner et al, 1994) for 30 minutes for ac-
tin cap and anti-nullo staining, or 4% paraformaldehyde for 70 minutes for other stainings 
in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH7.4). The embryos were manually devitellinized 
and stained with rabbit anti-GFP (1:1000, Invitrogen), mouse anti-Lamin (1:1, ADL195, 
DSHB), mouse anti-Nullo (1:15, Nullo 5C3-12, DSHB) and/or anti-dsRed(1:500, Invitro-
gen). Alexa 546 or 647-phalloidin (1:200, Invitrogen), or secondary antibodies conju-
gated with Alexa 488 or 568 (Invitrogen) were used at 1:500.  
Coronin peptide antibody was used at 1:100 dilution. Coronin peptide antibody was 
generated by GenScript as peptide-KLH conjugation in New Zealand rabbits (sequence in 
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Table 3). The affinity-purified antibody was used at 1:100 dilution (~10µg/mL). Embryos 
were mounted in ProLong Gold (Life Technologies). Olympus Fluoview FV100 and 
FV3000 confocal laser scanning microscopy with 40X or 60X 1.35NA objective lens 
were used for immunostained embryos imaging. Exposure settings of 8 or 12 ms/pixel 
were used for image acquisition.  
Drug injection 
Embryos were glued on a coverslip after dechorionation. The embryos were dehy-
drated for 12-15 min, covered in Halocarbon oil 700 (Sigma), and injected with Jas-
plakinolide (20µg/mL), Latrunculin B (200nM) α-amanitin (100mM in water, Santa 
Cruz), Dextran-Alexa488 (1mg/mL; Life Technologies), or water. After injection, the 
embryos were placed on an air-permeable membrane and imaged on the spinning disk 
confocal microscope. For drug injection, after dechorionation embryos were glued on a 
coverslip and dehydrated for 12-15min, covered in Halocarbon oil 700 (Sigma). were in-
jected into embryos, followed by regular imaging protocol for FRAP and live-imaging.  
siRNA preparation and injection 
Primers for siRNA treatments were designed using the SNAPDRAGON RNAi design 
program (http://www.flyrnai.org/snapdragon) to decrease potential off-target effects. 
dsRNA was made using Mega script T7 Transcription Kit (Ambion) and purified by 
Quick-RNA Microprep kit (Zymo Research). The concentration of dsRNA was deter-
mined by a NanoDrop ND1000 spectrophotometer (2000 ng/µL). For injection of siRNA, 
the embryos were prepared in the same method as drug injection. After injection, 
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embryos on a coverslip were immersed in Halocarbon 27 oil (Sigma) and placed on a 
gas-permeable membrane and imaged on the spinning disk confocal microscope. 
Actin cap dynamics measurements: 
Apical cap dynamics were measured by live-imaging embryos with 
UAS:mCh:MoeABD marker. The measured apical cap region was determined by the re-
gion 0.9µm (3 z-planes) below the apical most layer in which the embryo could be de-
tected. The apical cap area was selected based on the cap F-actin boundary after back-
ground subtraction. Area, average intensity, and standard deviation were quantified in 
FIJI/ImageJ. Normalized area measurements were done by normalizing to the cap size at 
cap initiation.  
Real-time PCR: 
shRNA lines were crossed to P[mat-tub-Gal4] mat67; P[mat-tub-Gal4] mat15. The F1 
embryos were collected by standard protocol, shredded (QIAShredder, QIAGEN), and 
RNA extracted (Quick-RNA MicroPrep, Zymo Research). The RNA extracts were re-
verse transcribed (QuantiTech Reverse Transcription Kit, Invitrogen) and used for real-
time PCR (QuantiTech SYBR Green RT-PCR, Invitrogen; Bio-Rad iQ5). The primers 
used for RT-PCR are listed in Table 3. 
Intensity measurements: 
For Arp3:GFP intensity measurements, a circular region (7705 px2, ~207 µm2) was 
quantified in each cap with FIJI/ImageJ. For line intensity measurements, the intensity 
profiles were quantified in FIJI/ImageJ, and smoothed by averaging three neighboring 
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points. For cap intensity measurements in FRAP experiments, the FRAP defined regions 
were measured for intensity in FIJI/ImageJ.  
Furrow dynamics and cycle time measurements 
Furrow dynamics and cycle time were measured by live-imaging embryos with both 
membrane and histone markers. The first, apical z-layer of the furrow was determined as 
the point at which the apical membranes meet and come to a common width. Furrow in-
gression was tracked by determining the first moment that intact furrow rings comprising 
a 4-5 “cell” region had advanced to a new basal layer. For aneuploidy X and null Df with 
“broken” furrows, the deepest extent was determined by the deepest layer where a partial 
furrow presented (Fig. 21A). Cell cycle status was determined by DNA morphology. In-
terphase was defined as occurring from the appearance of new nuclei formation to the 
first appearance of chromosomal condensation, which was indicated by the bright puncta 
of Histone:GFP. The period between chromosome condensation and nuclear disbandment 
was defined as prophase, and metaphase was the period from nuclear disassembly to the 
onset of chromosomal segregation. Anaphase/telophase was determined by the period 
from chromosomal segregation to the formation of new daughter nuclei. The embryo fur-
row dynamics was aligned by the onset of segregation. The total time of compound III 
embryo furrow dynamics was normalized to control water-injected embryos to correct for 
effects of injection and preparation for injection. WT, α-amanitin injected, nullo Df, and 
compound X furrow dynamics were imaged with Gap43:mCh, while compound II, zld 
and mei41 mutant embryos were imaged with Spider:GFP. smg mutant embryos were 
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imaged with Resille:GFP, and compound III embryos were imaged by extracellular dex-
tran488 injection.  
Mitotic defects measurements 
The mitotic defects were measured by live-imaging embryos with both membrane 
and histone markers. The ratio of mitotic defects was calculated by dividing the number 
of defective mitoses by the total number of division events in cycle 13. The ratio of fu-
sion nuclei was calculated by dividing the number of fused nuclei by the total number of 
nuclei in cycle 14. The adjacent nuclear fusion and mitotic nuclear fusion events in cycle 
13 were tracked, respectively, and the ratio was calculated. 
Statistics and repeatability: 
A Shapiro-Wilk test was performed in OriginPro to test for statistical normality of 
data. Cap area, area change, expansion rate, intensity, heterogeneity and heterogeneity 
change data were tested for statistical significance using Student’s t-test for all normal 
data. ns: p>0.05; *:p<0.05; **: p<0.005; ***: p<0.0005. For actin cap measurements, 
each cycle 11 cap was measured for ~110 time points (every 5s), with all measurements 
being quantified from at least 9 individual caps from a minimum of 3 embryos, and n rep-
resent the total number of individual structures measured, and N represent the total em-





Image editing and figure preparation: 
Spinning disk and laser scanning confocal microscopy images were edited by 
FIJI/ImageJ and Adobe Photoshop. Images were uniformly leveled for optimal channel 
appearance except where noted. Actin cap curves (average values and errors), bar graphs 
(average values and errors), box & whisker plots (boxes as 25%-75% values, whiskers as 
minimal and maximal values, and lines in the boxes as median) and other graphs were 
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